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Good Grass Seed.

quired

every year on the farm on acSurgeon Dentist,
count of them.
When a meadow or
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
pasture becomes too weedy, it is plowed
and
for
several seasons with
All ray beet work warrante»I.
up
planted
some cultivated crop in order to get the
weeds killed out before again seeding
U. P. JONES,
down. In mauy cases, contrary to exDentist,
pectations, the newly seeded tield is as
weedy or weedier than it was before,
MAINE.
NORWAY,
and we wonder how it all happened.
The fact io the matter is that we have
Olflc· Hour·—S to 13—1 to 4.
sown the weeds with our grass seed and
did not kuow it. Again, we often get a
r. SMITH,
poor stand of grass and for want of a
Attorney at Law,
better reasou ascribe it to dry weather
or bad luck, while the real trouble has
MAINE.
NORWAY,
Collections a Specialty. been that the seeds have bad little or no
Home Block.
vitality. It frequently happens tbat
dealers will have a supply of old seed
A PARK.
left over from the previous year and in
order to dispose of it will mix it with
Attorneys at Law,
the new seed. Since the vitality of
MAIN*.
BETHEL,
seeds rapidly decreases with their age,
Ellery t. Park.
AMlson Ε. Herrlck.
the result is a mixture with a low germination test, and when the process is reΓOHN S. HARLOW,
peated for several years an exceedingly
bad lot of seed is obtained.
Attorney at Law,
It is a notorious fact that much of the
MAINE.
D1XKIELD,
grass seed offered for sale is of poor
quality both as regards its purity and
à WHEELER,
I germination. Some preliminary tests
made here at tbe college last spring
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, showed certain commercial samples of
seed corn to have a vitality of less than
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
75 per cent; vetch 34 per cent; rape 54
Alton C- Wheeler.
James S. Wright.
per cent; timothy 20 per cent and red
top β per cent. In the various samples
&
J. H.
of grass seed inspected were found all
sorts of impurities, including dirt, sand,
CIVIL EM1INEER5 AND SURVEYORS.
hulls, chaff, weed seeds and other grass
35 High Street, South Parle, Maine.
seeds, some of which were harmless but
Telephone 111-12.
yet constituting an impurity. Among
the most noxious and injurious weed
Maps and Plan· made to order.
seeds found were the following: Bitter
Maps of the Uniberlamte an<l pocket maps of 1I
dock, Canada thistle, crab grass, goose
each county for sale.
(Publishers of the Atlas of Maine.)
foot, green foxtail, lady's thumb, rib-
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crop. 1
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"lhit that would give her false hopes,
he'd think you meant it fur really,
vu.I I Just tole you you ain't got uo
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'it would be fur my own sake, 01
v." 1 Ion stammered.
But Ollie did not grasp his meaning.
To an. how hear about me anil see
•jy folks—ain't?" siie said, thus inter*: citing his words. "Yes, well, but"—
she doubtfully shook her head at such
a questionable manner of courting lier.
"Would the folks leave you go to
tow η to work somepin," lien asked,
uui'.lile to keep a touch of hope out of
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"I just would take and up and bo!"
declared Ollie. "I've got my age and
kin go if I want. But to be eure my
beln' of age ain't no use to me when
I'm livin' with pop. To be sure when
I'm living off of him I must do all

°'«

now

<»« <>«'
not
and cuts his own η y
j either
,he cutting out ο I the expe
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grass, plantain, sheep sorrel, yellow " u
daisy and yellow foxtail.
While the purity test is not so easy
for the average farmer to make, a suf-

ficiently

Me.
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where he says."
"Must AIhî, too?" Hen asked, with
unexpected and Irritating irrelevance.
"If Abe must, too?" she repeated his
question. "Well, anybody would know
that his bein' a male that way he
wouldu't be tied down like a female,
fur all he has to obey to pop a good
bit."
"Don't your pop and mom uphold to
his keepin* comp'ny with—with Eunice"—Hen dragged the question out
in an agony of embarrassment—"like
what you sayed awhile back—that him
and her would be settin' out oil the
back porch if your mom didn't jaw?"
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Steamships "Governor Dingley" or
"Governor Cobb" leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, week daye at 7 p. m., for Bos-

ton.

R.oturnlns
Leave Unioo Wharf, Boston, at 7 p.m.,
for Portland.
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as

in-

All cargo, except Live Stock, is
sured against tire and marine risk.

J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
Portland, Me.

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

Edgings,
Stove Wood and]
Coal at
A. W. Walker & Son's,
South Paris, Maine.
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61» et Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes,
heaU and ρ ru tec ta
à
thd diseased mem·
****- l·
bran· resulting from I
Catarrh aud drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly.
ΓΓ\/ΓΡ
· Lfbli
stores the Senses of ΠΜΤ
Taste and Smell. F till size 50 cts., at Druggists or bv mail. In liquid form, 73 cents.
Ely Brothers, 5ti Warren Street, New York.
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oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and nee this l»ne. Job
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charge for team.
L. M. Longloy,
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Specialist
Specialist

'or sixteen year» 1 have Btte«l glaeeee to defective eye· an<t nothing else—thai make· me a

specialist.

If your eye· trouble you Id any way.
an<t If you want expert a*Wlce tn regarl to the
same, come to the man who le a specialist. who
iloe· one thing only. No charge for eye examination· or consultation.

DR. PARMENTER
Kye Special!*, Norway, lfe. Tel. 1M.

We Do all Kindt of.
JOB PRINTING.
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A Triumph of Dairymen.
Milk producers fur tbe Philadelphia
market are rejoicing over the honest and
long delayed triumph of the liquid
measure over the dry measure, a net
gain of 10 per cent. One producer told
me that under the new system he would
have received $8,000 more during- the
last twenty years from a twenty cow
dairy; another li',000 from about the
This gain seems to be a
same number.
Prices are not less; in
clear net profit.
fact, their prices have increased even
more during the year just closing than
have those for the New York supply.
Now, this is good. It makes a fellow
happy when farm organization wins a
merited victory. But 1 have been wondering a good deal of late whether these
same producers had made any figures on
the loss during the same period caused
by feeding the proverbial Jersey corns'alks, witli just enough protein added
to make a nutritive ratio ration of 1 to 8,
and a goodly part of tbe stalks here compute*! do not actually contain nutrition
enough to digest themselves. I wonder
if these same men will figure as carefully how much loss they have sustained
from inferior cows; and let me say that
New Jersey has its share with other
I have no figures to offer, nor
states.
can any one make estimates in figures,
but it is safe to say that if it were possible they would so far distance all other
losses as to frighten the cow owners.
Probably not one dairyman out of one
hundred whom I have met in the six
weeks of institute work just closed
knows anything whatever about the production of each cow. Tbe dairy is the
unit of measure instead of tbe individual
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before Canadian Institute.

Haltering the Colts.
All familiar with the tirst lesson given
the colt when be is first tied understand

what fierce struggles a vigorous, highmettled youngster will make to regain
freedom. Tbe following points
bis
touching this critical time in a colt's
life given by Forest Henry in an exchange are worth reading:
"A colt never forgets anything, good
If it breaks loose when first
or bad.
tied it will try it again and is apt to beThis
come a chronic halter breaker.
leads to no end of trouble later on.
Better bitch him with a good strong
halter at first and then do not depend
upon it alone, but put a good strong
it
rope around his neck and then bring
down through the halter underneath nis
a
n>se, hitching it to the manger just
little shorter than the halter rope, so the
pull comes on the rope instead of on the
liai ter.
If he then persists in pulling whenevei
off
you go near him, just take the rope
his neck and make a slip noose of a halfinch rope around his body just in front
of his hips. Bring the long end forward
between hie front legs and up through
the halter, hitching it considerably
shorter than the halter. As a rule he
will not cotne back more than once or
twice when he finds where he is hitched.
Every colt should be taught to lead and
tie before be is taken from his mother.1'
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Many

a

Bog

How am I makln'

mktakct"

any irlrl In the township."
"But what'» Abe's views?" Hen inquired. "Does he favor her agin youi
pop and mom?"
"Well, to l»e sure. Eunice would be
anyhow dm»m If she didn't try to gei
our Abe, him beln' her only chanct,
fur pop won't never leave her go none,
and she don't never see other ones,
uor other ones don't see her neither
to be sure, Abe he favors hei
near

And,

lion

had

got

started

it

seemed as easy as rolllug downhill,
lie exulted buoyantly, like one who
had shaken oir shackles.
Ollie rose and confronted him, her
dull complexion Mushing a deep red.
"You come here to set up with

Eunice!"

"That's wot!" said Hen courageous-

ly.
"Why didn't you say so?"
"You didn't give me no chanct Yous

all was so sure I meant you. Ollle.
Yous, none of yous, could see that h
feller might want Eunice even If she
don't have no aussteuer, her bein' such
a good looker that way."
"You just made a fool out of me.
Hen Mucklehenny!" Ollie cried, almost choking with her shame and in-

dignation.

"I didn't go fur to do no sich a thing,
Ollie."
"Well, you kin Just go home and
stay home," the girl said vindictively,
"fur

pop

ain't

leaviu'

Eunice

keep

comp'ny with no on»:—our Abe nor no
one else!
1'op says what did he raise
her fur all these years just to leave
her run when she's old enough to lie

of some use and pa) him back fur his
inpportin' her?"
"Won't you go toll her I'm waitin'
here to set up with tier?" lien pleaded.
Ollie glared at him dully, her bosom
heaving. "Well, Hen Mucklehenny, to
show you I don't want you and Eunice Is welcome to you I will go tell
her, but I'll tell pop and mom, too,
and you kin settle It with them yet—
and I wish you luek with 'em!"
She turned her back on him and left
him. He waited, fairly quivering with
eagerness for the appearance of the
sweet, fair girl whose Image tilled Ills
Were his many weeks of
dull soul.
dreaming about her about to be
crowned with the actual realization of
the bliss of "sitting up" with her?
Would she In a few minutes lie seated in this chair at his side, iter hand
clasped in his? His ecstatic expectation quite drove from his miiul the
spleen and disappointment of poor Ol-

Hole

I

her time with no beau! You just go
round front. Ollie, and tell Hen Mue·
klehenny I ain't leavin' Eunice keep
coinp'ny with him nor no one else!"
he commanded.
"You go tell him, pop. I don't want
to go near him no more."
But Mrs. Mornlngstar Interposed an
objection. "It'll give us an awful bad
name—our puttin' It out that she hasn't
dare to take her chances, loo. like oth
liL'tter leave Hen see her to
er ones.
night. Then till next Sabbath a'read.v
we kin tell lier she has to tell him she
don't feel fur set tin' up with him."
"I'll tell her she's to tell him that right
a way s this evening and not wait till
next Sabbath," responded Mr. >lorn
Ingstnr, rising to go to tyie girl. "You
don't know how fur him and her might
git along In one evenin'. I aiu't takln'
She's to tell him
no risks like that.
right aways she don't take to him."
'Then he can't say we kep' her

Mrs. Mornlngstar nodde'd ap
"Don't cry, Ollie." She tried
to comfort the girl, who was sniveling
audibly. "There's others will be glad
back."

provingly.

to take Hen's place."
But Ollie knew better, and her disappointment was keen.
"Where is Eunice at?" Mr. Moruingstar asked, coming back from the kitchen porch, where he had goue to look

too."
for her.
"If 6he seen other ones, inebbe she
A search ensued, in which the girl
neither.
much
so
Abe
wouldn't favor
could not be found either In her own
now—does
town
from
This here dude
bedroom or In the front room with the
she favor him any?" Hen put out un- young lady boarders nor yet In the
easily.
garden with "the doc." who was stroll
"Well," said Ollie contemptuously, Ing about In the twilight smoking.
The
"I guess she ain't lookin' that high— Where could she possibly be?
And him a townerl suspicious circumstance that Abe also
our Eunice yet!
him! was not about pointed to the possibilWhy. even me, I wouldn't look to
lie won't bother even with them two ity, almost the certainty, that they had
town young ladles where'» so well gone ofT somewhere together.
"Abe's horse and buggy ain't in the
fixed and got It so good they can board
All summer and spend out money with- barn," Ollie reported to her parents as
out workln' nothln' to bring more in— they all came together again in the
not even their own housework at home. kitchen after their Investigation of the
to
A body's got to be pretty well *ved
place. "I locked open the barn door
dress- and looked oncet, and It ain't there!
do like thât. ain't? The doc he
ed hisself UJ» In overalls (did you take She's took and went out buggy ridin'
a
with him. I l»et!"
notice of It?), and he's makin' he's
"She wouldn't do It to go off with
farmhand hired to pop just so's them
girls will leave him be! Now think! him unbeknownst. It ain't like her

some

[

the aide of a hill may be made t<
snpply water to stock by sinking a larg<
vitrified drain tile, covering It and join
ing it by a pipe with a water trougb.New England Homestead.

mistake!

"was that so hiterestin' to you,
Hen?" Ollle asked a bit wonderingly.
"Well, It would stand to reason they
wouldn't want Abe to throw hisself
away on no bonnd girl where couldn't
bring him no aussteuer and Abe bo
well fixed as he'll be and could marry

Eastern hog Notes.
It is a fact that in too many of oui
The mass of dairymen will never be
able to put the business on a really per- Eastern farms, the hog is regarded ae
to get the strictly what I may call a by-product.
manent basis or be able
prices we should have until we know We have plenty of bang-up, well-bred,
how to stop the tremendous losses right well fed swine. We have many noteat our own doors and within our own worthy breeders of pure-bred swine, of
reach—an old story, from a different all the different breeds, but these good
point of view.—Η. E. Cook, Denmark, β wine and these good breeders are the
Ν. V., iu Tribune Farmer.
exception and the by-product class is
the rule. This class looks upon the hog
but
First Cow Test Society Organized. not as a great agricultural economy,
rather as a .necessity for tbe consumpOxford County, Me., carries off tho
tion of certain waste products of th*
uonors for having the first cow testing
farm and the kitchen; and as necessarj
association. Dec. 13 a preliminary orfor furnishing pork products for home
ganization of what is to be known as the
All of which is true,
consumption.
was
Waterford cow test association
perBut it is nearer the truth, that the wellwere
officers
The
fected.
following
fed and cared for hog,
E.
elected: President, L.
Mclntire; bred, properly
offers to the Eastern farmer, a surer,
diW.
K.
Hamlin;
secretary-treasurer,
quicker and larger profit than any othei
rectors, F. Moses, Eugene Kilgore, F. of our farm
animals, especially wher
>haw, C. S. Hamlin, Addison Millett, E. amount of investment is considered.
L. Skinner and Arthur Sanderson. At a
second meeting recently the organizaWill Let Spruce Trees Grow.
tion was still further perfected. It is
understood that a sufficient number of
There will be only about 50 per cenl
cows to make a begiutung has been sub
of the usual number of loggers sent intc
scribed, and that the matter of employ- the Vermont woods this seaeon. Thit
do
tbe
to
the
testing is due mainly to the fact that lumber
ing
proper person
has been left in the hands of State Dairy men are beginning to realize that spruct
Instructor Merrill.
timber on the stump increases in valut
The active work of the association yearly and for this reason the rush t<
will be started soun after tbe first of the the forest to cut everything that is bif
year. Other associations for Maine are enough to furnish a little board is at ai
in contemplation, and great credit is due eud.
Instructor Merrill for the efficient and
There is very little, if any, land it
practical way in which he has taken Vermont which has not been lumbered
hold of this subject. Dairy farmers, over, but there are thousands of sprucei
too, have shown a spirit of considerable where lumbering was done 25 or 3( I
progressiveness in being ready to thus years ago which are possibly big enougl
take hold of the proposition. It should to cut and which in another ten yeari
be remembered that for them the enter- will furnish lumber of any size wanted
The policy of the logger hencefortl
prise is even more elaborate than the
one being suggested in some of the will be to let these trees grow and cu 1
other New England states. In Maine only enough to keep up with the de
the association will employ a salaried inand.
traveling representative to further the
interests of the members. While this will
dogs are apt to be afflict
surely be more satisfactory in the long ed Long-haired
with insects during tbe winter and i
run, it means a little more outlay at the
a
is
good plan to dust the coat with k
Credit should, therefore, be given
start.
tobacco-dust
powder. The kenneli
to the Maine dairymen for having the
should be disinfected frequently, usinf
courage to start on an elaborate scale
crude carbolic acid or one of the pro [
from the very first.
prietary disinfectants.—Suburban Life

on

α

a

cow.

Where only a single cow or when even
two or three are kept, it is a simple matter to blanket the animal or animal· on
extremely cold nights; and this practice
will pay, for it often will prevent a falling off in the yield of milk.—Suburban
Life.
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"I ain't leavin' her keep comp'ny
with no oue," he obstinately affirmed,
after the lirst shock of Ollie's news, as
he smoked his pipe by the kitchen window, the siualiuess of his soul shining
out of his little blinking eyes and reflected lu the stubborn set of his thin
lips, "not even fur the sake of keepiu'
her off of our Abe. She ain't to waste

?^dD»x. rw
to^rOWda» will
keep
Anderson
"'η° Κοη -Βο»""η help

culent feed

J»

lie.
She meantime had sought her parents iu the kitchen and had wrrMhfuib
related to them that It was Eunice and
not she with whom lien was wanting
to keep company.
The indignation of Mrs. Morningstar
against both Hen and her footer daughMr.
ter was quite equal to Ollie's.
Morningstar was hardly less chagrined. for he had been more than
satisfied with the prospect of so good
a match for his daughter, and he did
not wish to part with Eunice at all.
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"Ain't, lien, it would be some lone
pome fur you If 1 went off?" she urged.
Again lien squirmed in his chair, but
he made uo answer.
"But I'm thiukin' at goin," Ollle
.hreaiened. "How would you put in
..•our Sunday nights with me off, Heu?"
"I'd come and set up with—with Eu
lice," he blurted out, "if her and Ab«

eectione
In so
maj
others it
be modified two cents but in oiu
^
would eurely be increase
haJ
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pven credit for 4
there been any 'cuarg ^ depreciatU>n
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By HELEN R. MARTIN.

Author of "Tillie: A Mennonite Maid."

accurate germination test can
be made by nearly anyoue. Tbe simplest
way of doing this is to count out 200
seeds and place them between sheets of
blotting paper which are kept moist
and in a warm room for five or six days.
Twitcb.ll in Maine Farmer.
To determine whether the seed contains
of
impurities
The Colt's First Wlnter*
any considerable amount
it may be spread on a sheet of paper or
a white plate, and with a little practice
«-■
one will soon be able to detect the more
feed·
All Kinds of Pipe Repairing, Lead common kinds of weed seeds and to
finement, the oss can
estimate the amount of them in a given
and Iron.
^ ^ -n
sample under test.
from liberal
v.
good,
growing
Most states have laws regulating the
Telephone 134-11.
exercise. Three
feeding and pleo y
inspection and sale of seeds so that the
( d o(
fraudulent
from
farmer is protected
when b„t with
boiled barley
J. WALDO
or
otherwise
means either intentionally
k and all tbe good
perpetrated. In the absence of such a
very atom,
law in this state the experiment station
have at leastiO»* to™«
is planning to make a limited number of
purity and germination tests of grass
ruin . «.tt U » keep
and forage crop seeds for farmers and
Temple Street, rear Matonic Block,
io a close box
dealers desiring them free of charge.
bone
NORWAY. Farmers buying seeds should either inI -onW like
Telephone Connection.
and hardens1
sist on a guarantee of purity and vitality
the m0st 8Uç.
or else buy only on the basis of a sample
*"»*<">
HOLLISTER S
submitted and tested by a competent
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person.
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wish
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seed
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Health
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have seeds tested will make request to
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to
should
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to
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in
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foi l Bjickarh"
Oenuinn made by and the amounts of seed necessary for a
let form. r. eeut* a bo*
U )L· ιβτϊΐι Dura Co*paw. Nadiaon. Wis.
test.—F. \V. Taylor, agriculturist, New
Agricultural
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GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE Hampshire
station, Durham, X. H., in New England
Farmer.
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Cost ol Milk to Producer.

AMONG THE FARMERS.

Ain't he comic?"
"Now!" said Hen Incredulously.
"Indeed, yes!" affirmed Ollle.
"He must l>e pretty good fixed, too,
workln'."
to lay olT all summer without
make
"Yes." Ollle agreed, "he must
doctorln'."
no amount of money fur his
so
then. If Eunice don't look

"Well,
high, there's

I'm letter fixed
me.
than what Al>e is. And her not havln'
me no
no aussteuer wouldn't rnako

difference."

Ileu's tongue was fairly running
away with him.
him In
Again Ollle turned to stare at

dumb amazement.
"What you talkln',

What
to
would you be wantin' to give hopes
Eunice fur when you're my regular

eomp'ny?"

'That's where

mistake, Ollle."
The

fatal

Çen?

you're makin'

words

were

out

a

big
Hen

gras|>ed the arms of his rocker
though to save himself from plunging
feet
into an abyss that yawned at his
mak"Makin' a mistake! How am I
Ollie
in' a mistake?" the bewildered
demanded. "Ain't you settin* up with
me

Sundays?"

as

come
"If I am. It aiu't because I
It's because
here fur that intention.
about
yous all had a mlsunderstandin'
out—
the lady friend I wanted to pick
which It was Eunice and not you,

Ollie."
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ways," Mr. Mornlngstar questioned
this circumstantial evidence.
"I wouldn't of thought Al>e would of
took and done It unbeknownst!" Mrs.
Mornlngstar lamented. "But she won't
have the dare to do it ag'In!" she de-

He roâe clean down tne pike
him.
Our buggies was so
ahead of uie.
close apart I could see right into hls'n.
And till I got here a'ready Eunice she
was here."
"She knowed better'n to git in with
hini near here. She likely walked oyer
the schoolhouee and behind Zoar'e
church up and then got in his buggy
above the town out, so'e ub we
wouldn't see her."
Very low In his nilnd and looking
abjectly disappointed and discouraged,
Ilenny on receiving this information
rose to go home.

Kinross uiused on the situation as
for an hour longer he wandered up
and down the garden in the gathering
His proineuade bronght him
night.
every now and then to a corner of
the house from which he could see In
an unoccupied and reputedly "haunted" part of the building a faint flickering light In one of the windows.
He had been told of the tradition concetnlng the ghost who visited this
whig of the old house. The Morningstars were very proud of the distinction of living with the only ghost of

township, and strangers to the
neighborhood were never left long in
ignorance of it. Kinross felt sure, from
what he had seen of the family, that
none of tliem eould possibly be induced to go near that haunted quarter
the

of the house after dark and he was
naturally puzzled, therefore, to account
for the light he saw In the window
Just now. He thought he would ask
Mrs. Morniugstar to let him sleep In

the haunted room some night and see
whether he could not meet and lay
the spirit that troubled it. It did not
occur to him to associate the light with
the absence of Euulce. He accepted,
as unquestioningly as did lien Mucklehenny, Mr. Mornlngstar's story of her

Indeed,
clandestine drive with Abe.
the family's agitation over the fact
was keeping them up long after their
usual early bedtime, as he knew from
the lamp light in the kitchen to which
the circuit of his stroll periodically
brought him.
x
His Impressions of Eunice were In
dire confusion and refused to lend
That a
themselves to readjustment
girl capable of even accidentally reading "The Compleat Angler" and discussing it as she had done should

"take up" with Abe Mornlngstar was
singular, to say the least. The flowerlike beautj* of her face, the peculiarly
thrilling quality of her voice, her grace
and, in some respects, exquislteness
made it seem incongruous that she
should, as Mr. Mornlngstar had expressed It, be "wonderful took with

Abe." And then the Intelligence
she had revealed this evening—what
was It she had said about "The Compleat Angler?"—it was not "for Its
didactic instructions about fishing"
that she cared for It. but "for the
anecdotes scattered through it. the

ι

revised Georgiana which his fancy
He was Just wondering
called up.
whether the deception he wae playlQg
be
upon her In his disguise might not
made in some way to work such a revision in hpr when his attention was
arrested by the sound of approaching

carriage wheels.
In the quiet of the country evening

the beat of the horse's hoofs could be
heard from a distance, and he had
time to decide that it was no doubt
the buggy containing the truant lovers that was coming up the road and
to wonder how their return would l>e
met by the a η scry heads of the house
when the vehicle drove In at the barn,
and he saw ns he strolled in that di-

rection that 4be was alone.
What had the fellow done with EuKinross was surprised Into a
ulce?
quick feeling of alarm for the girl's
safety. He was on the point of stepping after Abe Into the barn to Inquire after her when he l>ethought him
that he would do better to keep out of
the "mlxup."
"It's noue of my business. Of course
Abe would Justly resent my solicitude
for the girl."
So, with the reflection that he was
living iu the midst of fast thickening
mysteries, he shook out his pipe and

for Abe Mornlngstar. It seemed inconsistent with everything else about ber.
It made htm feel an unreasoning Impatience with her and put a damper
upon the sympathy he would otherwise
have felt for her situation. He wan
possessed, however, with a etrong curiosity concerning her, and during all the

It when Ennice refused to obey him?"
Inquired Kinross, with interest.
"Well, I never seen pop more surprised. lie jawed her and be argued
her till he didn't know what to say to
But she just kep' her
her no more.
stubborn head and sayed she wouldn't
do it to take the frock. Then pop tole

rest of the day he was on the lookout
for an opportunity to talk with her
alone. lie realized with a grim sense
of the humor of it that it was the first
time lu his life he had ever voluntarily
sought to talk with a girl.
He found himself astonished and annoyed as the hours went by to realize
the difficulty, the well nigh ImposslbllIty.of finding the opportunity he sought.
The girl herself added to the difficulty
with her shy reserve and a certain dignity about her which made him feel
almost guilty of an Impertinence in

her she needn't wear it' herself—she
could give it to Ollie after the boardtVell,
ers had went home a'ready.
then, Eunice sayed, if Ollie wanted to
wear it she'd have to ast fur it herself
Pop explained her that it was some different, too, ag'ln, fur Ollie to ast fur
clo'es off of some one to what it was
fur a '(Jopted girl dependent on other

folks."
.•ire.
Morningstar as she talked
stood with her back to the door which
led Into the summer kitchen and so
occupied was she with her story that
she did not iiear Eunice's light stop
ns the girl came into the room bearing a pile of dishes that had Just been
washed. The clatter of the plates as
they were placed In the closet made
lier turn with a little start.
Eunice also turned and stood with
lier back to the closet as she lifted
her head and looked at her fostwr
mother.
Kinross, his breakfast untouched,
watched her with almost breathless

I

seeking her conlidence.

So Intent was he upon securing the
chance he desired that lie eareles y
let himself be discovered by Georgiana
and Daisy loafing on the kitchen porch
In the middle of the afternoon when
they would naturally expect him to be

In the fields with his employer.
"Have you a headache again this
afternoon?" Daisy curiously inquired
as the two girls, looking warm and
tired from a long walk, sank upon the
porch steps where he sat.
"Yes, I have it in my head somepln
wonderful," he readily lied.
"I am surprised." declared Daisy,
"that Mr. Mornlngstar would employ
such an invalid as you are. Peter—as

1

Ζ

much on the make as he Is."
"If farmhands wasn't so scarce to
get." Peter answered, recklessly Improvising Pennsylvania Dutch dialect,
'lie wouldn't keep me."
Mrs. Mornlngstar. who had stepp«>d
out to the porch bench to "pick over"
a pan of goosel>errlee, Just in tim»· to
hear this remark of Peter's, bent I·
her head and gave forth a loud I.··
"You bet he wouldn't!" she cried.
"Well, since you aren't workin·.'."
Daisy suggested, "you can put in nnr
time forgetting your headache by
amusing me. Can you play euchr··"'"
"I don't play nothin' but hymn

went Indoors for the night.
To reach Ills bedroom he had to pass
the opeulng to the long, narrow hall
which led into the redoubtable back
building, and It was Just as he caine
to thW passage that his step wus arrested by something which gave him
a momentary thrill of excitement. The
lamp he carried shed a light down the

passage, and his eye was caught by a
white figure moving swiftly and noiselessly at the farthest end of It. Almost Instantly the tlgure disappeared.
Whether It had run arouud a turn in
the hall or dissolved Into ether he
could not l>e sure. Was It a wraith or
what? Should he pursue ItV
No; Its
garb was too ; uggestlve of a woman's
nightgown to make pursuit ou his
part advisable. He would get Mrs.
Moruingstar'e permission to sleep down
there some night, and then, if ghost It
were, he would surely make Its ac-

tunes."

"Oh, my gracious!" groaned Daisy.
"Well, It isn't any of my business to
butt In, but I should think." she observ-

ed reprovingly, "that you would at lea>»t
make good your lost time. Pete, by helping Mrs. Mornlngstar to pick those berries. Rut I suppose." she added, taking on lier air of acquiring useful information, "that to help a woman
would not f:i 11 in with your Ideas of
manliness, would it? The Germane of
rural Pennsylvania are just like the
Germans of the fatinTi nul lu that respect at lea"<t their lack of gallantry
I was in Germany three
to women.
days last summer, and in all that time

quaintance.

With this conclusion and feeling actually exhausted with the eveuing'a
succession of episodes he went to bed.

our

and songs and poems."
Good Lord! Should he presently disAbe was familiar with
cover that
Chaucer and Spenser and that Ollle
student of Shakespeare ami
was a

quotations

Milton? He couldn't have been more
astonished If he had found Mrs. Mornlngstar quoting Henry James or come

Mr. Mornlngstar Intelligently
reading George Meredith. As a psychologist he could not reconcile the
fact of the girl's having left school at
the age of twelve, according to her
foster mother's own acknowledgment,
with her capacity for assimilating
across

He reIzaak Walton's little classic.
called that Mrs. Mornlngstar had told
him of the child's grief at being taken
"She cried wonderful,"
from Bchool.
the woman had said In the unsympathetic tone with which she always

Bpoke of the girl.

"It would take a Sherlock Holmes
to ferret out this mystery." he said to
himself.
As be came to this conclusion η turn
In his walk brought hlni iu sight again
of the haunted back building, and he
saw that the lighted window had be"The ghost has gone to
come dark.

roost," he decided.

A moment later as he came around
to the front of the house the light of
a lamp illumined one of the upstairs
bedroom windows, the room in which,
as he knew. Ollle and Eunice slept.
But a moment before he had passed
the kitchen In which he had seen Ollle
and her parents sitting about the table.
Who, then, was In that upstairs room?
No member of the Morningstar house-

hold would commit the extravagance
of leaving a lamp burning In an empty
Had the «host wandered from
loom.
the back room to the front one? But
ghosts did not move by the light of
kerosene lamps.
Presently In his circuit about the
house he found that the trio in the
kitchen had at last taken their lamps
and gone upstairs, leaving the kitchen
door unlatched for him and for the
truant lovers.
Kinross felt an impulse of pity for
Eunice as he thought of the retribu-

tion sue would nave to tace on ner re-

turn or eu the morrow.
"But she never seems to mind the old
lady's upbraidings; she takes them with
an apparently philosophical calm," he

thought. "I wonder whether, against
all the stress that will be brought to
bear upon her, she will with equal
calmness and philosophy persist In her
I should think she d
devotion to Al>e.
flml it hard to hold out against the
cold blooded obstinacy of that brutal
old Morningstar—harder than against
I fancy
the woman's warm temper.
the Dutchman could be cruel under
Now. I'm insome circumstances.
clined to think Eunice would fare bet-

ter If she favored that sheep that came
to court her this evening—Hen Mucklehenny. lie looks Inoffensive and soft
hearted, while Abe Morningstar Is η
genuine son of his father—small souled. selfish and brutal. But she doesn't
know that It is she Hen came to see.
and the Mornlngstars will take care
that she doesn't find it out. I might
on
do her a good turn by telling her

clared threateningly.
'•I'll go round front and fix Hen "the quiet."
Ills meditation turned at last from
Mucklehenny all right!" Mr. Mornlngchannel,
6tar suddenly said, with ghoulish sat- sheer weariness Into another
"ill
and he fell to thinking of the awkward
isfaction, turning to tne uoor.
confront
just tell him Eunice and Abe's went situation he would have to
out buggy ridin' together. That'll dis- when, on his return to town, he should
and
hearten him from comin' round here he obliged to meet Miss Ellery
"Miss Parks In his true character. How
after her un.v more."
It off was a
As he left the room Ollie's eyes fol- he was going to carry
occunot
which
Infrequently
dullsullen
lowed him, their customaiy
question
pied his leisure moments.
ness dissipated for the mo eut by a
was
"I wonder whether Georgia na
lellectlon of her father':» Kphrfuiuess.
in the lenst shaken out of her orbit by
the shock of Eunice's correcting her
chatte:: χι.
and desauntering in front of quotation from Izaak Walton
'n recipient of charity'—
be
to
farmer
the
clining
overheard
the porch,
if
that was the damsel's phraseology,
"fixing" poor lieu.
not. She could
Probably
retremember.
I
use
i.o
alu't
your
"There
herself long enough to
tin' here walilu". She's went off buggy hardly forget
than a mere passing
more
herV
entertain
and
Illni
ridin' with our Abe.
another woman.
wonderful took with em-h other, and wonder about
"Her wishing to give that dress to
neither of 'em's got eyes fur 110 other
Eunice—it was not because of any
oues."
with Eunice: it was merely
"I seen Abe's buggy ahead of me sympathy
an exploiting of herself, an insistence
Hèn
here,"
over
drivin'
was
I
when
she feels set
upon her theories, which
answered, his tone expressing timi
from the common
and
above
her
apart
Mr.
Morning
doubt of the truth of
If something could happen to
herd.
star's assertion, "and I didn't take
out of her her own fool
knock
to
her
of
notice to ηυ lady settln' alongside

KINROSS,

Idea of her?e!f end make her Just a
simple, natural plrl. why, with such
liemit.v at-d distinction as «he has. she
might he a very charming woman."
He too!; his pipe from his month
and clarped his hands behind him as
be bent back his head to the etare
while he dwelt upon the picture of a

CHAPTER XII.
aversion next morning
%'Och, her!"
to departing with his books lute
seemed always to get η
lie
in .crest,
the woods, the small interest
l· \\lit-il lier
new impression ut lu.·
lie felt In the philosophy of the
t eyes were raised and
di,\\
schools as compared with the philoso- usually
the soul Ilia'- I n Led out of them was.
phy of the actual life of the Morning as it
Those dark, luwere, imveiled.
excitto
risk
led
him
etar farmhouse,
ted an intensity of
minous
si:g^
eyes
boarders
ing the suspicion of his fellow
life within of which the customary
by "hanging round" the kitchen porch
stillness of !:er bearing gave no hint.
during the greater part of the foreShe came forward and stood at the
noon.
Her face was pale, and she
tabic.
Uli coming downstairs ιο πι» uix-ukin a lo.v. musical voice, with Its
fast he hud fouud Eunice. as usual, tpoUe
ittle jk*i tiiiar thrill, v. hi -h Kinross was
nt her kitchen drudgery, moving about,
;; (<» tin ! singularly haunting.
heginni
half
as
though only
as she always did.
"I overhea:·.! what you were saying
If as
conscious of her surroundings.
to Dr. Kinro. s."
the result of last night's developments
It was tin· lirst time she hud spoken
there had l>eeu a scene, the girl bore
his name iu the whole month of Ills
no sign of It.
at the farm, and it fell 011 his ears
Ile put a few leading questions to stay
Mrs. Momingstar as she gave him his strangely.
"I have made up my mind that If
This matter of his late
breakfast.
a burden to you
and solitary breakfast had been a you feel myvsupport
the food and clothes
troublesome one to adjust in his as- and if I don't earn
me I shall go away ami earn
sumption of the character of a farm- you give
hand. since not even Ills desire to re my living elsewhere."
Mrs. Morningstar, unmindful of her
tain his incognito would have Induced
for an Instant dutnhim to get up to the family's 4 o'clock boarder, stared
"You'll
go away!" she refounded.
considerafter
had
He
meal.
finally,
"Where'd
able difficulty, negotiated with his peated. with a half gasp.
landlady for breakfast in his room, ex- you go. say?"
"I don't know. Tut I will no longer
cept on sucti mornings as tue coast

KINROSS'

left clear by the early departure
of the other boarders to the woods or
"wherever." as Mrs. Momingstar re
ferred to their wanderings.
"Well," he remarked as he broke an
egg. while Mrs. Momingstar tilled a
glass with milk for him, "where was
Eunice last night, anyway, when you
were all looking for her';"
"Oil. lier!" snapped Mrs. Momingstar disparagingly. "Well, us we con
celled she'd went off buggy riditf with
was

The way she tries behind my
back to make up with our Abe! I
tell her she hasn't a shame, and aftei
nil I done fur her yet a'ready!"
"But she had not gone with Alte?"
"No; here when Ollie she λλ-ent up
to beil I guess near an hour after we
was astln' you had you saw Eunice
anywheres, why, there was Eunice In
bed asleep. Ollie she waked her and
ast lier where was she awhile bad;
when we was all lookin' fur her, and
Eunice she got stubborn headed and
She's the
wouldn't answer to Ollie.
I
worst stubborn head, that girl is!
Al»e.

accept charity—from you

or

rolled up her eyes

luorniu'."
"You must have been mistaken. Peter." Daisy said Incredulously.
"So, I ain't neither. I seen bltn

when he done It."
/'Was he a Pennsylvania German?"
she asked .skeptically.
"Dutch as snitz."
"I'd like to make a note of It." she
said, gathering up her pencil and book.
"Tell me, Peter, what were the circumstances and how «lid he help her.'
"She was his wife, anil he helped lier
fasten a basket on her back to carry
Into the village."
Daisy dropped her notebook and looked at Peter severely, while Georgiana

gazed

at

him pensively.

(το

be

continued.]

LAWS AGAINST TOBACCO.
to Restrict the Ut·
of the Weed.
One of tlie curiosities of early colonial legislation is the laws enacted
against tlie planting and the use of to·
bacco. Evidently the magistrates and
elder» of those days regarded that
"creature called tobaeko" as one of
the many emissaries of tlie devil,
against whom it was their duty to
wage constant warfare. The planting
of it was forbidden except in small
quantities to In· used "for meere necessitie. for phisick, for i»erservaceon of
the health, and that the same may he
taken privately by ancient tneu."
All keepers of hotels and other public places were ordered not to "suffer
any tobacco to lie taken into their
houses." If they disolieyed the order,
they were required to pay a tine to the
"victualler" and one also to "party that

Early Legislation

any
If you think you bestow charity upon
me, I will go away."
"You've got the right to stay here
and work to pay us fur all them back
was old
years we kep' you before you
enough to work fur your livin'!" retorted Mrs. Morningstar angrily. "You
leave pop hear you speak about goin'
away, and you'll see oucet!"
"Abe tolls nit? that almost ever since

earned
you first took me I have really
done
my living by the work I have
and that for a long time I have earned
wages beside.··, which have not been
paid me. Ρ ο It would seem," she said,
with a dreary little smile, "that you
are recipients of charity from me.'
"Abe toll? you that there?" exclaimed
the woman. "I don't believe It! Our
ΛΙη? he ain't that dumm! Don't you
darst to leave pop hear you say Abe
spoke you such things! Do you bear?
He'd Jaw Abe turrible. Do you hear?"

At little later tlie law was
that It was forbidden to
"take tobacco in any wine or common
victual house except in a private room
there, so as the master of said house
nor any guest there shall take offense
thereat, which, if they do, tlie said [>erson shall forlwar upon pain of 2 shillings sixpence for every such offense."
No one was permitted to use tobacco
"publicqueiy," not even in his own
house, in the presence of strangers, it
was against the law for two men to
smoke together. In Windsor every user
of tobacco was required to procure a
physician's certiticate before he was
permitted to enjoy the obnoxious weed.
All smoking was forbidden within two
miles of a meeting house on tlie Sabbath day. Connecticut, as a great indulgence to travelers, allowed a man
to smoke once during a Journey of ten
miles made not by trains, but afoot or
by horse locomotion.—New York Press.
takes it."

changed

she demanded.
"Yes."

was

We Hear

expressively.

"Now," protested Pete, "I seen a native help a woman with a basket this

one.

"Well, are you oheyln' to me?"
out eomewheres
"I will not promise that."
But Abe he
makin' up to our Abe.
How darst you say you
"Eunice!
got rid of her and went to see some won't to me? You never done It become
didn't
he
fur
other one, I guess,
fore. What's come over you?"
home till late."
"Abe says." the girl repeated, "that
Kinross wondered whether the fond you have no authority over me now
mother of Abe really believed that he that I am of iikc."
was the unwilling victim of Eunice's
"And what. I'd like to know, makes
Machiavellian plots to attract hliu or Abe put such things as them In your
whether her maternal jealousy merely head!" she desperately cried. "Well,
lnveniill tills reluctance on his part.
pop'll soon get 'em out—you 11 see.
"Clear off
"1 don't know what's come over Eu- Here!" she commanded.
nice here lately," Mrs. Momingstar these here tilings!"
complained as she sawed thick slices
Obediently Eunice turned to gather
from a huge loaf of homemade bread. up a handful of dishes, with which
"Till a couple days back she always after a moment she left tin? room.
minded to me and pop and done what She bad not once looked at Kinross.
Here this uiorniu I
she was to'.e.
"Now. you see." complained Mrs
taUin' that frock Morningstar, "how she tries to work
not
fur
her
jawed
1 our Abe till she
Miss Ellery wanted to give her.
gits him to talk things
saved to her what right had she to as agin his own pop and mom to her!
good as throw away a frock when us To think he'd say that ns we owe her
we had to buy her all her clo'es, but wages yet! Och, my souls!"
she wouldn't make me no answer.
It was beyond expression, and she
Then pop he saved she is to tell Miss dropped It and began vigorously to
Ellery she's changed her mind and scrape the plates that had been left
will take the frock off of her if she after the breakfast of the young lawants her to, and Eunice she didu t dles.
Then
make pop no answer neither.
As Kinross mechanically finished his
underown breakfast he was more than ever
pop he sayed to her did she
stand she was to do It as soon as the lost In wonder at the girl's infatuation
3'ouug ladies come down this moruin',
and, mind you, Eunice she tole pop she
wouldn't! To pop she sayed that! 1
couldn't hardly ltolieve I iieerd it.
Of troubles originating in impure blood,
Why, our Ollie she wouldn't have the
scrofula, loss of appetite, catarrh, rheumadare to tell pop she wouldn't!"
tism, byHood's Sarsaparilla than by all other
liefore?"
so
did
never
Eunice
"And
Somehow
so-called remedies combined.
she
didn't!"
"Well, I better guess
those cured by Hood's seem to stay cured,
made
has
"But what do you suppose
and they gladly tell the good news to others.
the worm suddenly turn—that Is to
Scrofula Sore—"My wife bad a scrofusay, how do you account for her aslous sore on her let; fur years. Many differserting herself like that all at once?"
benefit. She
"Well," said Mrs. Momingstar, "to ent medicines gave but little
and the sore
be sure, no person ever offered her no turned to Hood's Sarsaparilla
quickly healed. It is a (rood blood medicine."
frock before."
J. N. Daft, Crosby. Texas.
"There's something lu that" Kinross
Afflicted 16 Year·-" Hood's Sarsapaadmitted.
rilla has cured me of scrofula, with which I
"And then I wouldn't put It past her hare been troubled 16 years, and caused by
that she's spunkin' up because she vaccination.
My little daughter hod a
scrofula swelling on her neclc and Hood's
thinks she's gettin" our Abe."
Mas. Nora
also cured her."
"He is a prize," granted Kinross, Sarsaparilla
Huuhey. Hughey, Tennessee.
with apocryphal sarcasm.
Hood's Sarsaparilla is sold everywhere.
"I guess, too," Mrs. Momingstar
In the usual liquid, or in tablet form called
vigorously acquiesced In this view of
Sarsatabe. 100 Doses One Dollar. Preher son.
C. I. Hood Co., Lowell, Mass.
"What did Mr. Momingstar do about pared ouly by

just believe she

I never «μη·* saw a man chivalrously
And about here!" Siie
ι woman.

help

...

so

Ware Your Friend's Plant».
"If yon have a friend (.oing away for
the su miner." said the woman of experience. "don't keep a plant for her.
The "Milnv will probably die away, and
you would consider yourself responI worried through six weeks
sible.
for a
one summer tending a plant
friend and then was invited to the
country for a week end. I stayed two
days in addition. Of course the plant
was dead when I came back, and my
outing was half spoiled by worrying
I bought a duplicate of It the
over It.
day l>efore my friend returned, and It
cost me $2. Even then she srtid she
thought it looked somewhat peaked."—

of More Cares

Exchange.

<

British Manners.
A man shoves past a woman on a
staircase or he leaves her standing
while he sits. lie comes Into a crowded public room with his hat on and
talks loudly as if all tlie place belongHis womankind do the
ed to him.
At present the worklngnian has
same.
the best manners, the middle.class the
worst.—Lady Violet G re ville In Loudon Graphic.

Qualified.
"And is Willie Vanfeller really studying medicine?"
"Yes, and he's getting on famously.
He told me yesterday I was looking
well, and, by Jove, I was!"— Harper's

Weekly.
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WOOD.

Mr. and Mm. Fred Shaw were called
to Mechanic Falls Saturday on account
of the severe sickness of the child of
Mrs. Shaw's sister.
Wallace H. Cu turnings was at home
from West Sumner over Sunday.
The week of prayer was observed at
lue Baptist church by meetings every
J
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evening.

Job ΓΚΜΤΙ50
New type, fast presse·, electric
μοίτβΓ, experience·! workmen and low price·
combine to make this <lepartmect of fir buslines complete and popular.

Greenwood.
And now the time seems to have arriv·
ed to report our death record, and the
arrest since it has been kept. As before stated, no names are here given except of persons whom we knew, or with
whom we had been acquainted in the
past: John flick·*, Hattie P, Bailey
Aurilla Bisbee, Sarah Pennell, G. F.
Hammond, S. V~. Abbott, George Ripley
Emma Fairbanks, Fred Stevens, Sidney
Perham, Huldah R.
Fuller, Reuben
Charles
Mrs.
Rand, Charles Tarter,
Bryant, Peter Yates, Bessie E. Ring,
Bradford
Roxanna Elder, John Swan,
BUbee, Nathan Mills, Nancy Labroke,
Oilman Blake. Henry Pearson, Orsamus
Nute, Almioa Minard, Benjamin Bacon, !
HeibertC. Bacon. Charles R. Houghton,
Consider
Mrs Matoria Billings, Mrs.
rarrar, Mrs. Joan Berry, Samuel Lucas,
Mrs. John Hersey.
One name has already gone on record
for the present year and may be reported
Thus are we all passing
in duo time.
on to "the pale realms of shade," how-1
ever much or little we may realize the

inULG ro**IK».

■

Single Copies of the Democrat are four cents
each. They will be mailed on recelj* of price by
lb< publisher* or for the convenience of patrons
jtnvle copies of each Issue have lieen place·! un
salo at the follow! αχ places in the County
sontb Tar!»,
SburtlefT's Drug Store.
Noye·' Drug store.
Stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.

Norway,

Buckileld,
l'art* lllll,
West Taris,

Mrs. Harlow. Post Office.
Samuel T. White.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Coming Event*.
meeting of Maine League of I
POHlairtBII of Fourth Class offices, Au
gusta
» >xford Pomona lirunge, Bryant's Γοη·1.
Keb 4

Jut) 15.— \nr.ual

—
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

January Odd Lot Sale.

Dives Goods M»rke<l Down.
Buught a New Fur Coat Yet?
The Eastern Argus
Great Mark-Down Sale.
Modern Mcth>»ts.

Improving "dglit.

Everv Rheumatic Invite·!
Moses 1*. Stiles.
Lost.
Uark Wanted.

tact.

something more thao λ ^od*
zephvr that occupied last Sunday—it
was an 80 mile gale, at least part of the
•lay; yet people came and went all the
<ame
One couple called here just at
twilight on their way home from a visit,
their errand being as they said to inform
us that "the fools are not all dead yet."
Passing over the subsequent enow aud
rainstorm up to to-day, Thursday, we
find the snow nearly all gone, and nothing left but a thin covering of ice, which
makes it dangerous trying to get anywhere, and already persons have had occasion to repeat the words of one an4
ciently, How are the mighty fallen!"
The ice harvest had fairly begun, but
is now suspended until the return of
I hat

To-day.

Just before congress met there seemed to be general agreement that that
body would almost instantly pass a bill
wuich would provide for a more elastic ;
currency than we now have. Now, a
month after the opening of the session, I
the currency bill has appeared, but
judging by the way it is greeted, its provisions
no

are

not

measure

by

any

means

whs

t e

Here and There.

satisfactory.

Mies Annie L. Parrii visited her friend
Mise Lui* Emmoneat West Pari· over

universally

It is a shewd guess that
of "currency reform" will

I

satisfactory enough to get sledding.
It is pleasant to know that our friends
through congress at this session, in spite
have not forgotten us. The other day
of all that has been said.
be

found

I)r. Packard sent us a book entitled
Minot J.
Life's I)ark Problems, by
Two titled Frenchmen of more or less Savage, D. D.
The book contains about
international repute bad a street fight
payes and 10 chapters and here is the
the other day, and the fact that the contents of each:
the
fact
indicated
move
is
world does
by
1st. The A n-wr.T of Job.
that no duel, not even a French due), is
JT0,Ile Theological Answers.
-'»··- The Divine Uuvormn nt
to come of it.
Instead, the party who
4th. 1'itlu.
feels aggrieved will sue the other in the
•\th. I I ft·'* Incompleteness.
Oth. Moral Kvll.
courts. But he holds strictly to the
7th. Death.
traditional French honor, and the dam8th. Accident* an·! Calamities.
ages are placed at one franc, about
9th. Mental Disease an<i Decay.
loth. Is Qo«l a Father?
twenty cents. If be gets this bis honor
will be satisfied. How different from
The work is highly interesting and we
been
the American method. If it had
are liable to read it through the second
he
was
American who
an
aggrieved,
time and possibly refer to it again.
would have placed the damages at the
And now the news comes that Allen
of
the
court.
of
limit
jurisdiction
Curnmings of Albany is in Lewiston
having undergone treatment for appendicitis.
The Gorham fair loses its state stiMr. aud Mrs. Barnett of Oxford are
pend this year, because gambling was
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. S.
allowed. So the law is not a dead let- visiting
Brooks.
ter, and it behooves other fair managers
The loggers think that a foot of good
to look out for it·.
snow would now be in order.
Possibly
those who wish to harvest their ice
In a fire in Portland the other day, a think the same.
lot of the asbestos covering of the steam
pipes had to be taken off because it was
full of fire, and bad in fact started the
A few friends and neighbors of Mr.
blaze. That must have been good stuff. and Mrs. Sewell Millett spent a very
pleasant evening at their home WednesAlger is at home and gave some
One of the most interesting pieces of day.
nice phonograph selections.
news for the week is the report that it very
C 11uton Cole is sick with pneumonia
is the Grand Trunk Railway which is
in a mild form. He is quite comfortable
and
Maine.
the
Boston
to
buy
trying
this Thursday morning.
Irving Penlev is at work at Locke's
County Attorney Young of Somerset Mills.
Lura Herrick is at work fur Mrs. ClinCounty gives out the full text of the
correspondence with Governor Cobb ton Foss at South Paris.
relative to the somewhat famous case in
Loring Roberts is confined to the house
which a special attorney has been ap- with a very sore ankle, caused by a bad
law
to
the
Sturgia
sup- cut with an ax while splitting wood.
pointed under
Will h ram one is doing carpenter work
plant Mr. Young in the prosecution of
if
as
It
seems
cases.
any un for his brother. A new room is beini;
liquor
prejudiced person, reading the corre J finished for a kitchen.
Mrs. Kiigerley s kitchen is very much
spondence and Mr. Young's comments
the matter carefully, must decide improved through work with southern
on
that Mr. Youug would have stood higher pine.
j
in the public estimation if be had left
the correspondence unpublished. The
West Sumner.
intent to disregard Governor Cobb's
who was recently injured
James
Tuell,
summons is apparent throughout, and
in a railway accident, is gaining very
Mr.
one of
Young's letters is almost
He
site
up but little and passes
to the slowly.
and

J

boyish

governor.

positively insulting

Mrs. L. Μ. Ν. Stevens prophesies that
the South will be solid for prohibit.ou
in five years, and the nation will be under prohibition in ten years. It is to be
feared that Mrs. Stevens takes too rosy
a view of the
approach of the millennium.

Congressman Littlefield has introduced a bill to erect a building for the United Stat s Supreme Court at a cost of
$.*,000,000. Tbat looks like a b;g lump
of money, but it is worth remembering
that such a building will cost no more
than a battleship of the Dreadnought
class, that it will cost less to maintain,
and that its natural life or period of usefulness will be many times as great.

Edison says he is going to build a concrete house at a total cost of $1000, and
he will try to put it up in twelve
hours. The house is 3ÎS χ 4·"» feet, three
stories, to accommodate two families,
and the heating pipes, stairways, roof,
plumbing, even the bath tubs, are of
concrete and included in the cost price
named. It is evident that either Mr.
Edison is more than ever entitled to the
term wizard, or he is patterning after
Nikola Tesla and describing
things
which exist only in his imagination.
A current paragraph relates that at
the meeting of a learned society in Paris,
a woman writer smashed two traditions
of her sex by arriving tive minutes ahead
of time and speaking only tive minutes.
But it is to be noted that she writes over
Ά masculine nom de

Why "grip," meaning the more or less
prevalent epidemic? The French word
grippe, meaning originally '"Whim, caprice, hatred, aversion." has been made

extend over the malady mentioned,
and has become its name in French
We have imported the disease, but instead of adopting the name we have
dubbed it "grip," a word in its original
meaning entirely different from the
French word used, and not even identical with it in pronunciation, though the
difference is so slight as probably to be
imperceptible to the untrained ear.
But usage and not common sense makes
language, and "grip" has got its grip
"rmly fixed, not only on the
the people, but on the Ian
to

guage.

Peter A.

Foley, the "lightning

taker"
of Portland, is the most wonderful telegraph operator in the world. Foley is
totally deaf, an affliction which ordinarily would be supposed to make telegraphy an utter impossibility to him, but
eince he became deaf eight years ago,
Foley has developed what may be called
a sixth sense ami by touch and sight he
can detcct the finest movements of the
and
instrument
correctly interpret
them, il is nervous system is a part and
parcel of telegraphy and by means of
the sense of touch in his finger tips he
takes messages transmitted from the
ends of the contiuent. He can read a
message by watching the sounder.
With his left forefinger placed lightly ro
the sounder, he can by his wonderful
a message as accusense of touch take
rately as any man in the office.

a

good

many

sleepless nights.

Clarence Kidlon of West Paris, the
genial driver on the new R. F. D. route
in this vicinity, takes his dinners at A.
G. Farr.ir's.
Mrs. James Buck left Monday morning
for Monmouth, having been called there
to see her sister who is very ill.
Miss Flossie Farrar slipped on the cellar stairs Monday and injured one kuee,
making her quite lame.
Mrs. Geo. H. Barrows and eon Charley
left Thursday of last week for Abingtou,
Mass., where they will visit friends and
relatives.
O. D. Stinchfield of Auburn was in
town Tuesday and tuned and repaired
f he organ in the vestry of the Uni vers·
alist church.
Morris Xewell of South Parie has
been spending a few days with his cousin,

Clayton Lotbrop.

Mrs. N. C. Ford was taken suddenly
Thursday of last week. She was sitting at the dinner table when she was
attacked with uumbness and became unconscious and did not recover her power
of speech until the next day.
The Ladies' Aid of the Universalis!
church served a dinner iu the vestry
Wednesday which was well attended,
considering the bad traveling. There
were about 80 persons
present. The
ladies have already succeeded in paying
one half the debt 011 the carpet.
Mrs. Jeanette Pink ham, who has been
visiting friends here, loft Thursday for
her home in Lincoln.
Wm. A. Barrows Post and Corps held
a joint installation io the vestry Saturday, Jan. 4th Dinner was furnished by
the ladies of the G. A. R. for the Poet
and Corps and at 1:30 the doors were
thrown open to the general public. The
installing officer for the Poet was L. Β
officers
Heald. The following
were
elected to serve the ensuing year:
ill

Com.—Krank J. Brown.

Senior Vic»— Daniel \. Rowe.
Junior Vice—David R. Coles.
Ijunrierinaster—Geo. II. Harrow*.
Chip, au'l fat. In*t —Stephen C. Ileal·!.
UIU er of tbc Day—K. Harrison Doble.
Surgeon—II. Coluiubue Harrows.
Officer oft be Guard—A. B. Wheeler.
Ailjt.—Llewellyn it. IteaUl.
Sergeant Major—8. Frank Stetson.
Quartermaster 3er#t—Junes A. Barrows.

Officers of the W. R. C.:
Ρ reel· teat—Κ 111 β L. Bonuey.
Sen. Vice.—Κ Isle G. Barrows.
Juo Vice—Ella A. Booney.
Sec.—Anna J. Coles.
Trees.— l(o*ctta II. Ryerson.
Chap.—Helen ·*. Robertson.
Con.—Helen T. I handler.
Guarl—Ella IT. Doble.
AM. Con.—Arablne D. Abbott.
Pat. In.t.—Kila A. Booney.
Press Cor.—Eleanor G. Small.
Color Bearers—Cora Ttbbetts,
Η attic Curtis and Nellie Mar bird.

There were no aervIOM at the CongreΜη. Ο. Η. Hersey of Portland hM
been the gueat of her brother, Charlee gational church Sunday, Jan. 6.
A Famous Actor's Views on ths Sleep·
F. Berry, returning to her home Monday.
Monday, the Bethel Water Co. held
walking Scene.
the
and
following
annual
the
the
Mr. Wm. C. Spauldlug bu «pent
meeting
The first lline I rend this tragedy I
officer·
were
elected:
put week with Mr. Benjamin Spauldlng,
expected to seo tlie sleepwalking scene
ft*.—Hon Enoch Porter.
Sr.
Clertt and Treay.-Judg« A. E. Herrlck.
by Macbeth instead of bis wife.
played
The week of prayer wae obierved by
Ε. 8. Kllborn, W. W.
occurs at the beginning of
scene
The
church.
This
M.
E.
services
at
the
union
this
from
officers
the other needfal grand
fluilDfi, Γ. W. Sanborn, J. U. Purlngton,
the gentlelodge. The officers installed are as fol- services were interesting and helpful, On aooount of 111 health T. F. Hastings £ie fifth act. and not until
and were well attended, traveling conlows:
tendered hie resignation as superintend- tvouuin and the doctor converse togethsidered.
in Lady
N. G Mre. Eva M. Swift.
ent, and an appointment will be made er are we awn re of the change
V. G.—Miss Mabel B. Kicker.
Dr. Wm. P. Bridgham has been quite
character and of the Illness
committee.
the
Mncbeth's
by
D.
Tuell.
MaUle
Sec.—Mrs.
ill for a few days, bnt ia more comforable
Rev. A. D. Coleon, former paator ef that" has made her weak. A woman
Treae.—Mr». Marietta Willis.
at this time.
Warden—Mrs. Abble Peoley.
the Unlversalist church, ha· accepted a ro brutal in her conception and so resConductor— Mrs. Sara K. turtle.
It Is expected that Rev. Robert Durcall to North Anaon, Maine.
0. G.—Mr·. Phlla Shedd.
olute in her projects—how could she at
nan will preach at the Baptist churoh
1. G.-Mr·. Mary L. McKenney.
Monday evening, Sunset Rebekah once lose steadfastness, she who was
Sunday, Jan. 10.
R. S. N. G.—Mre. Mildred F. Davie.
of
officers,
Its
Installation
held
Lodge
of saying:
L. S. N. G.—Mre Einma W. Mann.
Miss Mildred Shaw returned to school
District Deputy President, Delia Smith capable
R. S. V. G.—Mr·. Cora D. Lurvey.
Thursday.
of this lodge being installing offioer, as- I would, while it was smiling in my face,
L. S. V. G .—Mrs. Dora M. Jackson.
District Deputy E. L. Haskell of sisted
p. N. G.—Mre. Mary K. Bucknam.
plucked my nipple from his boneby Jane Gibson as Grand Marshal, Haveless
Turner installed the officers of Nezlnscot
gums
Organist—Mrs. A. K. Shurtleff.
Alice Farwell Grand Secretary, Minnie
Refreshments were served and a social Lodge, I. 0. 0. F., Saturday evening. Frost Grand Treasurer, Martha Gibson And dashed the brains out
An oyster supper was served.
hoar enjoyed.
Grand
woman is capable of commita
Such
Grand Warden, and Carrie Arno
Mrs. F. P. Withington is taking care Inside Guardian. The officers installed
lmLast Thursday evening Granite Chapting any crime without losing her
ter, Ο. E. S., installed the following of Mrs. Geo. Holmes of Hartford.
I should have preferred
were:
passlveness.
Mrs. A. T. Cole gave a surprise party
officers for 190$:
Ν. β.—Sarah F. Billing·.
not to see her, even In sleep, wash ber
to her sister, Mrs. Bessie Calwell Buck
\V M —Mr». Mary K. Bucknam.
V. G.-Lettle Thayer.
hands of the murder of Duncan. Her
W P.—Mr. Benton L. .Swift.
Bee. Sec.— \nna French.
of Traverse City, Mich. Some twelve of
Treas.—Susan β. Edwards.
Asst. M -Mrs. Elizabeth W. Irish.
wicked personality would have appearwere
Mrs. Buck's friends
present.
Fin. Sec.—Delia Smith.
Sec.—Mre. Annie W. Wheeler.
ed still greater.
Dainty refreshments were served and a
Warden—Susie Plalsted.
Treas.—Mrs. Marietta Willie.
Bartlett.
Con.—Mrs. Agnee Brock.
I do not believe that Shakespeare
pleasant time reported. Mrs. Buck will Conductor—Emma
Asst. Con.—Mrs. Phlla Shedd.
Chaplain—Olive Mason.M. Stearns.
return to her home Tuesday.
meant the sleepwalking scene for Lady
Inside Guard— Lillian
Adah—Mre. l>ora I. Hill.
will
The ladies of the Baptist society
OoUlde âuwl—Irving French.
Ruth—Mre. IvaC. Packard.
Maclteth. I hive you not noticed how
B. 8. N. G .—Alice Fanrell.
Esther—Mise Leona Penlev.
hold their annual sale and entertainment
the famous writer was in drawN. G.—Annie M. Frye.
precise
8.
L.
Martha—Mre Ada B. Barden.
Jan.
Hall
at Nezinscot
Friday evening,
B. 8. V. G.—Carrie Arno.
Electra—Mre. Ellen Moody.
his characters? He always tried
lug
the
in
be
served
diningw'll
17. Supper
L. 8. V. G.—Minnie Frost.
Warden— Mre. Emma Hill.
to keep theiu iu the same light from
hall from 5:30 to 7. Miss Conant will A short
Sen.—Mr. W. W. Gartner.
programme followed the installabeen
has
Chaplain—Mre. Georgia Estes.
a
musical
beginning to end. To my mind it seems
and
program
read,
tion and refreshments were served. The
Marehal—Mr. John E. Brock.
that Lady Macbeth should
prepared.
installing offioers received many com- impossiblelike that.
The installation ceremony was conductInstead it would
collapse
plimenta.
Oxford.
ed by P. W. M., Mrs. Grace A. Briggs,
Mr. A. W. Grover has been very ill 'the be more nntural iu Macbeth. I found
assisted by Miss Linnie F. Marshall as
of
of Sons
The Oxford Division
this scene so unnatural that I cut it
past week.
Marshal. A nice time was enjoyed and
Temperance installed the officers for the
A little additional snow has given the out in my version.
an oyster supper with pastry and coffee
coming quarter as follows:
lumbermen a good chance to draw logs
The explanation may be something
was served.
w. P.—Κ va Froït.
to the factory.
A number of minor accidents have
like this: In Shakespeare's day there
W. Α.—Mrs. French.
Relief
the
Corps
evening,
Wednesday
H. S.—Lulu Stone.
occurred recently. A few days ago Mr.
no women players. Perhaps some
installed officers which was followed by were
Α. R. δ.—Ethel Flood.
Frank L. Willis had one foot injured by
with
Trea».—G. J. Parrott.
refreshments. The visitors were much of the actors were not satlstied
a log rolling on to it, and ihe first of
F. 8.—Slt'ble Hanscom.
pleased with the manner in which the the length of their lespective parts.
C.—Kev. Mr. Newport.
last week Carl, the little son of Mr. and
work was done.
Con.—Harry Delano.
Shakespeare, to keep the peace, may
Mrs. Will H. Emerv, came near a very
A. C.—Ma Stone.
The Brown Poet installed officers the have shortened Macbetb's speeches aud
serious accident. While sliding with
Delano.
I. 8 —Alton
same evening.
O. S.—Fred Smith.
some other boys the sled rope broke and
given them to somelKKly else.
The patrons of Miss L. M. Stearns
P. W. P.—Mre. Brackett.
the sled being unmanageable two of the
The tragedy of Macbeth is a sublime
of
a "mark
of
the
have
officers
the
of
installation
enjoyed
privilege
A
public
boys jumped, but Carl failing to do so
display of tragic passiou, a pathetic
week.
R.
sale"
the
W.
down
and
A.
G.
A.
Roberts
past
T.
R.,
Post,
was pitched headlong with the sled over
and evil conquering
Next Thursday evening the M. E. So- picture of fate
the six-foot stone embankment near the C. was held at Temperance Hall SaturThere Is no moral, but without
will
an entertainment at Odeon go<xl.
of
A
dinner
sandwiches,
forenoon.
give
ciety
of
side
left
Dana.
day
The
house of L. A.
of living doubt tills play may be regarded as
his face was somewhat scratched and cake, pastry and coffee was served at 12 Hall, the programme consisting
literabruised and a severe cut, which bled o'clock. The officers of the post are as pictures, music by the Schubert Quar- the greatest work of dramatic
and other parts which will assure ture.—Tom maso Salvini In Putnam's
profusely, was made a short distance folio we: Cyrus T. Ward well installing tette,
those who attend that the entertainment
outside the left eye with the upturned officer:
Monthly.
will be most enjoyable.
Stone.
point of a stake frozen into the snow. Com.—A.T.
B.
A
Sen.
Vice—F.
ndrewn.
by the courtesy of
evening,
Thursday
Luckily it was haif way between the eye
J. V.—Chae. Sanborn.
ENGLISH GHOST STORY.
the trustees of the Bethel Savings Bank,
and tempie, as such a blow in either of
Q.—A. J. ilolden.
the public enjoyed a fine concert at
C.—W. W. Andrew».
those places might have proved fatal.
Adit.—J. F. Fuller.
Odeon Hall, it being in recognition of A Vision That Saved a Life on the
The little fellow had to lose a week of
S. M.—George Knight.
the re-opening of the hall which has
Yorkshire Dales.
school, but is recovering very satisfacQ. S.—Wm. Fauncebeen repaired and remodeled. The foltorily under the care of Dr. F. E. Wheel- Surg.—John Chadbourne.
Is not often that we hear of a
It
O. D.—C. T. Wardwell.
The icy traveling has made careful
lowing programme was presented and ghost saving a man's life. There is,
er.
O. G.—Cyrui Chaplin.
was highly appreciated by the music
walking a necessity and several have
P. C.—John Chadbourne.
however, an instance, and It seems to
lovers:
slipped and fallen but without serious
The officers of the Relief Corps were
l»e tolerably well authenticated, aud
Miss Ada Mae Holding, Soprano.
injury aside from lame muscles.
Andrews
then installed, Miss Hattio
Miss Maude L. Andrews, Reader.
materialists will hardly know how to
Bert Day had the misfortune to cut off
Miee Mabel C. Johnnon, Pianist.
as installing officer:
account for It. Here is the story. It
the end of one finger on his left hand acting
Frank Ernest Holding, Violinist.
Pres.—Jean A. Mulholland.
last Thursday while working at Mann's
Verdi—Llsrt. is of the Yorkshire dales and of a good
Sen. V.—Martha L. Ilolden.
B,K°lett0·
yν
ϋ,
Μ1ββ
mill.
Johnsqn.
J. V.—HatUe Chadbourne.
...
many years ago. A clergyman whose
«*......
Cash.
Piddling His Wav to Fame,.........Dromtroulle.
Nearly one hundred carloads of apples Treas.—Ueorgla
Miss Andrews.
duty lay In that wild country, where
C·—Ella Edwards.
have been shipped from thie station
Anlu,.
\ else Chantec,
a strong race of men and women lived
Con.—Mary Hazen.
Miss Holding.
since the apple season began.
Sec.—Bertie M. I'htlllps.
principally on bacon and oatcake and
P. 1.—Augusta C. Jones.
/.Igeunerwelsen(Hungarian Gypsy Music.)
There was a dance at Dunham's Hali
Sarasate. knew not save
Mr. Holding.
Pre«s Cor —Caroline E. Carman.
rarely butcher's meat,
last Friday evening.
Hall.
Ann's
Musician—Lulu Stone.
Experience,
8ally
used to ride or walk to visit the people,
MUs Andrews.
Mrs. Clara A. Ridlon and Mrs. Dora
G.—Ida Davie.
Chopin. lie bad been raising a subscription In
Prelude No. 20
A.C —Marcla Cook.
M. Jackson are visiting Mre. Lester Pen
« .. (*·
».
Grieg
Piano
Soli, b. To 8pring
A. G.—Emma Bumpus.
a time of scarcity and had to be out
Llndow!
The
Music
ley at Berlin, Ν. Π., for a couple of Color Bearers—let,
Box,
Slbble
(c.
Hanscom; 2d,
Miss Johnson.
late at night. One evening ou bis outMary Frost; 31, Annie Elden; 4th, Hattlu
Metcalf.
Absent,..
Farnham.
The amount subscribed for fire proGroup of ( ?■ Norwegian Love Song,
Leltor. ward Journey he suddenly l>ecnme
J6·
Songs,
*
tection is called for by the committee, A recognition pin was presented to the
p. Ε Hoi line· aware of a ligure moving beside him.
(c. Lullaby,
the request being for it to be paid to the retiring president, Augusta C. Jones, by Beading—Selected,
and in the gloaming he recognized his
Miss Andrews.
of
the
one-half
before
in
J.
K.
M.
behalf
Bertie
Tucker;
corps
treasurer,
Phillips,
Dvorak. brother, who had died some time lieHumoreske
„..(·■
Feb. 1st, the other half before March 1st. as a token of their regard, after which ...
Grieg
\ lolln Soil, b. Cradle Song
lie was too awestruck for
fore.
Moztrt
Advertised letters in West Paris post there were remarks from the comrades,
(c. Menuette,
Mr. Holding.
words, and after keeping by his side
Dr. H. R. Farrie and
office Jan. 11 :
Kev. Mr.
—

J

—

Selected.'

Newport,

others.
The Knights of Pythias had a public
installation of officers and supper Tuesday evening, at Robinson Hall. 250

Annie Cotton.
William Collin.
Julius Edson.
Sarah Flint.
C t.. Huston.
C. H. Kelley.
Nelson Msnn.
Mine Κ. M. Schoz
Mrs. Nettle Maron.
G. B. Schau.
G. E. Tvler.
Mr. A.Thurlow.
Sanuel Wa'ton.

were

Dickvale.

I mean just what I
said and a little more, which it is plain
The Good Will Society will hold a that you well understand. I agree with
social in their hall Wednesday evening you it is only fair. I think it is the best
of this week. There will be some enter- way to agree, for John once eaid that a
woman would have the last word. Maids
tainment. Admission 5 cents.
Mr. John D.ma of Portland, who is are not appreciated as they should be,
staying here with Mr. and Miss Dana, nor bachelors either. They are observlias been ill and under the care of Dr. ers of the drama, and are perhaps better
Yates for several days
judges. At any rate I am real glad it's
West Paris Lodge, No. 15, I. O. 0. F.. leap year.
Abbie Irish is receiving benefit at the
installed the following officers for 190S
last Saturday evening, the 11th:
hospital in Portland, where she went for
treatment of her eyes.
N.G.—L. Harrv Emery.
V. G —C Everett Chase.
Mrs. Simeon Morrill is suffering with
Scepalr Wlthewskl.
Win. Welt.

Well, West Paris,

R. Sec.—P. C. Flokett.
F. Sec.—Hezeklah Farrar.
Treasurer—D. H. Fllleld.
Warden—''. II. Martin.
Con.—R. E. Shaw.
O. G —Β. M. Richardson.
I G.—P. C. M ay hew.
R. 8. N G.—M. S. Davis.
L. S. N. G—II. II. Ward well.
R. 8. V. G.—S. R. Johnson.
L 8. V G.—Clarence Richardson.
s. p. G.—A. D. Swift.
Organist—E E. Tuell.

cancer.

J. D. Ridley is still yarding timber.
C. J. Tracy went on a business trip to

Mrs. R. H. Ryerson proved herself an
efficient installing officer and the ladies
of the corps are entitled to a good deal
of credit for the manner in which they
performed their Hoor work. The offi
cers were with few exceptions gowned
iu white and it was a pretty eight to Bee
them march with their bright
liage.
They stepped about in a lively manner
to the strains of a march played by Mrs.
H. S. Robertson.

East Sumner.
Isaac Bonney, a veteran soldier and a
most worthy citizen, died on the 6th
Funeral services
inst., aged 81 years
on Wednesday, conducted by
Rev. W.
D Athearn, who came from East Corinth
where he now resides
Mr. Bonney wm
an excellent neighbor and citizen, and
the loss will be greatly felt by the chureh
and community. Of a family of nineteen brothers and sisters only Charles B.
is left.
Or. J. B. Robinson and wife of Arlington, Mass., are spending a short time
with Mrs. Hattie Palmer, who is quite

J

for some distance over the lonely moor
He uoted tllo
A Christmas and New Year's exercise the figure disappeared.
ocwas given at the Maple and Pine Farm time and the vision, but nothing
House by little Stella V. Kerwin. This curred to throw any light upon it.
little girl is six years of age and in the However, some years after he had
few weeks stay here she has under pri- taken the duty at a Jnil In another part
vate teaching learned to write and read of the
country one of the prisoners lyand tell the time of day and sing several
ing under sentence desired to make a
songs.
After tolling him of a lot
We read in the Lewiston Journal of confession.
near
James Roy Packard receiving a ten dol- of crimes be" said: "I wor very
lar prize for the beet essay written. He once taking your life, sir. It was in
is the son of Hon. James B. Packard, a that bad year, and I heerd as how yon
former student of Gould Academy, but went carrying money about In those
now resides in Monmouth, Me., where lonesome dales.
I hid behind the big
his son attends school. Surely good
I saw
bowlders of the brown moor.
traits are visited upon the children to
you coming up and waited till you
the third and fourth generations.
l»e near enough, but that night
A letter from Mrs. Florence E. Harvey should
This Is a starnee Kimball of Monroe Bridge, Mass., you were not alone."
the stronger l>ecans·'
says she ie very pleasantly situated and tling tale and
has a good husband. It seems only a the vision or whatever It was was seen
short time ago that only a child she was by two people. The anecdote occurs In
up attic playing with her dolls and kit- an article twenty years ago In Mac
tens, and now the playhouse is vacated, inillau'K Magazine by Lady Verney.
and she has other business. But tho
birds return In springtime to the old
uest and sometimes remain. May it sol
A DIFFICULT TERM.
be in this case.
Mrs. M. J Kerwin has gone to Bethel
The Word "Bourgeois" and a French
Hill for a while.
Woman's Definition.
MIDDLE ÏNTEBVALE.

Lewieton last Tuesday.
The ice was just thick enough and
many farmers were ready to cut their
year's supply, when the storm came, and
so the business will be delayed.
Bryant s ΐ'οπα.
Β. H. Child has gone to Rumford on a
Under the auspices of the V. I. S., the
visit.
Bryant's Pood Dramatic Club will preDavis Curtis and a Mr. Briggs, George sent the five-act
comedy. "The Country
I think, were in the place buying cattle
at Grange Hall, Wednesday
Minister,"
recently. They were from West Paris.
Jan. 15. Cast of characters:

The installing officers were J. W. hraith.
D. D. G. M., and A. Frost as Grand
Marshal, both of Bethel. They were assisted by W. H.
Lurvey as Grand
L.UCIVC ο ITftlllO·
Warden, Ε. E. Tuell as Grand Secretary
and E. G. Curtis as Grand Treasurer.
Mr. and Mrs. Adney Tuell of North
Refreshments were served.
Paris visited at David Foster's WednesMr. Charles W. Field of Boston is at J.
day.
R. Tucker's.
Mrs. Abbie Trask was in Lewiston
C. W. Dunham of Brattleboro, Vt.,
Saturday, Jan. 4.
came Saturday night for a visit with his
Mrs. Chas Bartlett, Miss Lorna Littleparents, Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Dunham.
Lola Foster attended
hale and Mrs.
Pomona Grange at Norway Tuesday.
Hebron.
Mrs. Helen Powers has returned to
The officer· of Hebron Grange were ber home in Dixtield.
installed Wednesday, Jan. 8tb, by C. B.
The V. I. S. hold a public whist party
George, as follows:
at C. E. Stowell's Jan. 2d. Five tables
Master— Kred Marchait.
The next will bo at Mrs.
were filled.
Ovirseer— Edward Bran.
Chas. Bartlett's Jan. 16.
Lecturer—Bertha Packard.
Hannah
Mrs.
Steward—D. P. Perry.
Coolidge was at Bethel
Assistant Stewanl—Arthur George.
Monday.
F.
Chaplain—I».
Curumlngs
The children bave fine times coasting
Treasurer— W. 8. Bearce.
Some evenings the older
on the street.
Secretary—A goes Bearce.
Gate Keeper—Charles Marshall.
ones also enjoy tho sport.

evening,

Itev. R. Underwood
Gregory Heath
Jud Pardoe
Timothy Hodd

Deacon Potter
William Henry
Tom Sparrow
Mr. rilklns
Helen Burleigh
Jerutha Jane Judklne

Boxy
Granny Grimes
Kanny

Specialties between

C.E.Cole.

Ν. I. Swan.
E. D. Cole.
D. G. Hayes.
L. W. Tltu*.
E. D. Peverley.
A.J. Burkltt.
Fred M.Cole.
Gertrude M. DeShon.
Helen Cushman.
Laura F. Newell.
Annie King.
Bessie L. Co e.

the acts and a social

dance at the close.
Mr. C. L. Heath of Woodland is stopping in town for a few days.
Mr. Frank B. Sweetser, who bas been
visiting bis uncle, Sylvester Swan, at
Tampa, Fla., returned borne Sunday

night

Nellie Preble is visiting ber sister,
Mrs. Dollie Carroll, in Boston.
Ceres—Abble Marshall.
Tbe next meeting of Pomona Grange
Pomona—Mtnnle Bean
will be held at Bryant's Pond Feb. 4tb.
Brownfield.
Klora—Mrs. I). P. Perry.
Herechel Wing, the twelve year old son
L. A. Steward—Gertrude George.
Miss Myrtle Harmon, who has been
uf Pearl Wing, died Tuesday night from
There was a Ladies' Circle supper very sick, is very much better.
The
the effects of typhoid pneumonia.
Bad colds are prevalent all over town.
Tuesday evening.
funeral was held on Friday at the UniBad colds are prevalent and a few
George Rowe continues very low.
versalist church, Rev. J. H. Little of
cases of grippe, but all better at last acTuesday evening, installation of offi- South Paris
attending.
A good supcounts.
cers in the Rebekah Lodge.
Mr. David G. Swan has been quite ill
Sleighing doesn't materialize.
per was served to about 100 persons. the
week
but is improving since
past
Mr. and Mrs. Hridgham of Mechanic Quite a number were present from FryeThursday.
Falls, who came to speud Christmas at burg.
Miss Florence Day came from Wells
Ε. M. Glover's, have been waiting for
Beach Thursday to attend tbe funeral of
North Albany.
snow to get home with a sleigh and
ber nephew, Herschel Wing.
smooth horse.
Mrs. Herman Browne is recovering
Mr. Stephen
Our oldest resident,
M re. Brainard returns to Massachu from her sickness.
Her mother, Mrs.
is frequently seen on the street
setts this week.
Martha Kimball, has been caring for Rowe,
and by his looks yoa would hardly say
her.
he was born way back July 4tb, 1816.
Mason.
is the order of the
Ice

I am always embarrassed when asked by foreigners lo give the definition
•if tlu» word "bourgeois," which is generally emphasized disdainfully. The
dictionary deduce it as "common, with
out distinction." It is not exactly that.
Bourgeolsism, like provincialism, is a
mentality. It represents a kernel with
out the pulp and emanates from the
shell of the dinner pot. It is one of the
props of society. I'rops are never beau-

tiful nor graceful. Without It, however,
the world could uot retain its equilibrium. yet with It alone the world
could uot progress. It gives to indl
viduals the Impenetrability of α shell.
One ofteu finds its characteristics In
persons who have received α good edu
cation, In those who possess superior
culture, who have taste and a sense of
beauty. It betrays Itself by mean and
narrow Ideas, by implacable intolerance, by stubborn blindness and, above
all. by an Incapacity to understand
liberty or to accord It generously.
This mentality creates α certain atmosphere which Is felt at once. The

workman, the |>eaeant, the artist, are
not bourgeois. I could name a king
who is much more so than many of the
residents of our worst districts. Napo
leon I. was bourgeois; Napoleon III.
was not.
Balzac. Maupassant, were not
bourgeois; Zola was. England, Italy.
SpHlu. are not bourgeois. Germany Is.
but her emperor Is not, and so one
From
might continue Indefinitely.
Mme. Tlerre de Coulevaln, Translated
by Jessie Henderson Brewer.
—

day.
cutting
John Weetleigh has sold his oxen to Irvin and Charles Beckler have theirs
Denmark.
Sens· of Smell.
G. D Morrill.
all in and Abner Kimball and Mr. ShirThe olfactory nerves are wonderfully
Mr. A. P. Merrill, a well known citizen
Jim Westleigh has bought a yoke of ley Hazelton are getting theirs.
Ed
died tbe Otb, after a long sensitive. Much has yet to be investi
oxen.
Good le cutting and putting in Mr. El- of this place,
and painful sickness. He was 84 years gated with regard to the differentiaEli A. Grover is hauling timber for S. mer Young's of Bethel.
and a member of the Masonic tion of the
Ε Ilaselton.
Miss Ina Good is visiting friends in of age,
points in these nerves so
lodge in this town. Funeral was held that they may discriminate with such
Mrs. Clara Abbott has moved into the Stark, Ν. H., for a while.
of
Masons.
the
in
Saturday,
charge
O. G. Mason house.
John Kimball is at work for Roscoe
miraculous accuracy, yet
Much sickness still prevails in this apparently
A. E. Tyler is hauling wood to West Emery who has a job cutting and hauleven the results in the scent of dogs
section.
Bethel for shipment.
ing lumber and wood for John Hapgood
The following officers of Denmark show how wonderfully fine Is their
Eli A. Grover attended Pomona Grange of Bethel.
No. 50, I. Ο. O. F., have been discriminating power. Our sense of
at Norway; reports a good
L. N. Kimball and others are busy Lodge,
gathering
elected and will be installed Tuesday smell, unless In the trained chemist, is
and grand time.
hauling out their lumber which they
evening, the 14th, by D. D. G. M., Fred not even so acute as that of the semiMrs. Wallace Bird and Mrs. Frank have yardod.
Holt:
Bean of Albany visited in town
savage. Much have we gained by civiTuesday.

Korii,

present.

The little son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Stearns died of pneumonia, aged about
six months.

John Rollins was in town Monday.
George Π. Bennett is at work for Ε
Η. Morrill.
Born, in Mason, Jan. S, to the wife of
Amos L. Bean, a son.

Lettle

«ϋ.^>ΓίΓ2ϊ','οηιΒο'Γβ·

..

Norway

Lake.

Milan Bennett of Gilead is visiting at
C. F. Boober's aod since he came be has
had chickeo pox.
W. EI. Kilgore has a hen that laid an
egg with three yolks a few day· since.
It measured S 1-2 by 6 1-2 inches.
J. L. Partridge is able to be at his
place of business part of the time.
Mrs. C. F. Whitney is ill now.
On the morning of the 7th two partridges were seen on trees close by the
lake road.
Hiram.
On Thursday Mrs. EH demons fell on
the ice and was taken up insensible. She
is improving.
Mr. Eli Clemons is very lame with
rheumatism.
Mr. Lorenzo D. French, who is very
lame and ill, received as a Christmas
present an increase of pension in the
75 year class, at #20 per month and 903
back pay.

Owing to advanced age, Judge S. C.
Strout of Portland will not accept reappointment when his term on the
bench of the Supreme Judicial Court
expires in April. Judge Strout is a
Democrat, and it is expected that his
North ParU.
successor will be of the name political
Antipas Biebee from Sumner visited at
party. Names which have been sug-.
▲. T. Hollis, Jan. 1st
jested in this conuec-tioo are those of poorly.
Bird of Portland, !
The Tuell school had a box supper
E.
The familiar face of William Cnshmao,
Hon. George
George F. Haley of Biddeford, Judge the Democrat's old correspondent, is: Friday evening, Jan. 10.
William H. Newell of Lewiston, and seen on oar street·, as be is stopping for1
A. T. Hollis is sick. Charley Ryerson
Hou. Charles F. Johneon of Wfttwvillo. a while in the place.
from Weet Sumner la doing ohom.

North Waterford.

G.-Edwin S. Head.
G —Wm. C. Ordway.
8.—Elmer W. Berry.
8 .—Harry B. Tbomee.
Treasurer—Α. Β Ordway.
Agent—A. W. B lcher.
N.
V.
B.
F.

WIT OF AN IRISH STORY.

MACBETH.

fetiMl.

Buclcfield.

West Pari».
Tuesday 6?ening of last week the
(Oxford
Democrat,
£lic
officers of Onward Rebekah Lodge, No.
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL 29, which had been eleoted for 1908,
ISSUED TUKSPAT8.
were installed In a pleasing manner by
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
D. D. P., Mrs. Delia A. Smith, and
S )UTH PARIS, MAINE, JAN. 14, 1908.
Grand Marshal, Miss Jane H. Gibson,
HUL
Pari·
both of Bethel. They were assisted by
!

THE OXFORD BEAES.

ESTABLISHED ΚΏ.

lization, but not without some loss to
our iKidily energies and senses. Man's
recuperative |>ower after an Injury Is
said frequently to be in Inverse ratio
to his social advancement. Similarly
he seems to become less acute and delicate in the sense of smell as he fares
better and lives more comfortably.—St.
Louis ItepubMc.

Rule, When the Tal· I· Re*
duced to Cold Type.
"Irish wit loses more In reduction to
nacold type than that of any other
At least that Is the
tion on earth."
Lost,

·· a

opinion

of a St Louis Hibernian who

himself furnishes many exceileut
amples of the article In question.
Irishman

perpetrates

a

ex-

wit-

"When
ticism It is always tinged with a personality which in print or even In the
retelling Is often completely lost There
an

Is ulways something—a wink, a smile,
an arch expression, a shrug or gesture
—that emphasizes the joke and must
be seen to be appreciated. Sometimes
is misan Irish witticism put into type
taken for mere dullness of superstition.
"I remember once hearing an Irishman tell a story about a wonderful old
time king on the north coast who
caught the devil at some trick and for
a

punishment made Old Harry

carve

head on one of the cliffs. The
his
story was told as seriously as a serNo one could
mon would l>e preached.
apparently tte more sincere than the
story teller. He seemed to believe the
legend as devoutly as though it came
own

directly from holy writ.

"After he had wound up the narrative, noticing a smile on my face, he
stared In apparent surprise. 'I>on't ye
belave It? Sure, the old king's hammer and chisel is kept in the church
beyaut, and what better proof could
And he gave a wink and a
ye ax?'
griu and spread out both hands in a
gesture of expostulation just as a lawyer would when posing before a Jury
and putting his most convincing argument in the form of a question.
"It was the most exquisite bit of acting I ever saw. The tone of perfect
conviction In which he told the story
was inimitable; then the contrast from
solemnity to comic dismay at the idea

of any one Iteiug so grossly Incredulous
as not to believe the story and the
wink, which Indicated that he didn't
believe it himself and was simply talking for amusement, were worthy of
any actor that ever trod the boards.
Yet In the type all tills was lost. To
appreciate properly the wit of an Irish
story you must hear the Irishman tell
It."—St. Louis G lobe-Democrat.

FEATHERED ANGLERS.
Hew the Great Heron Stabs Fish With
Its Lancelike Bill.
While the kingfisher feeds by day,
the great heron l>eglns his fishing at
dusk Just as the stars peep forth.
When I am about to make the last few
casts and stop fishing in a trout pool
I hear the loud whiz of his vast stretch
of wings passing close by, flying low
to a favorite shallow part of the river,
and down drop his long legs, and he
Fettles right dowu to business, motion
less as a stone. Sometimes for half an

hour not a feather moves.
He watches with unwearied patience.
When he does strike it is as quick and'
as sure as fate, for the first luckless
fish that approaches within Ills reach
Is seized with surprising dexterity.
Like the kingfisLer, the heron beats to
death those fish of larger size, swallow

ing tliein whole, headforemost, such
being their uniform positions when

He will then
found in the stomach.
at once assume the same attitude of
silent watchfulness, and the tinny tribe,
though frightened at his first dash
uniting them, return again lu a short
Interval only to be transfixed with his
long lance shaped bill.

liornaday's "Natural History" says:
"When a heron Is lishing it stalks slowly and silently along the shore, preferably in water about six inches deep.
Its head carried well forward, but
about on a level with Its shoulders,
while Its big eyes keenly scrutinize ev
ery object In the water. It takes ionsteps and plants each foot softly In the
true still hunter fashion to avoid
When a tyih is
alarming its game.
found within range the kinks of the
neck fly straight and the fish Is seized
The fish te
between the inaudibles.

not stabbed through and through."
This latter statement Is only correct
when small fish are taken. I have it
on expert authority that herons re
peatedly stab large trout up to two
pounds in weight, making a hole In
the back large enough to Insert the
thumb.—Louis Kheud in Recreation.

SOAP IS ANCIENT.
It Was Used by the Gauls as
ing For tha Hair.

a

Dress-

JANUARY

ODD LOT SALE
CARPET ROOM DEPARTMENT
A Large Lot of Mattings

yards

3

on

to 15

the dollar.

yards

in

piece

a

at 50 cents

Linoleums
A lot of short lengths, 3 to 15
wide at 2-3 price.

yards, 8-4

Wool Carpets

yards,

A number of small rolls, 5 to 15
cost and less.

at

Lace Curtains
Odd lots of Lace Curtains,
pairs of a kind at 1-3 off the

one

to three

regular price.

CALL AND SEE THEM.

N. Dayton Bolster & Co.,
33 MARKBT

SOUTH

SQUARE],

MAINID

PARIS,

Great Mark-Down

Sale

OF

Trimmed and Untrimmed
and

Ready=to=Wear hats.

Miss S. M. Wheeler,
Successor to Mrs. Ε. Λ.

Howe,

SOUTH PARIS,

Coats
Down

MAINE.

Coats

-

they fall

Coats

=

to Half Price.

We have but few left and wish to close them at
once so have marked all our cloth and plush
coats at just one-half the opening prices.
A nice line but few of them
at

if you desire

once

REMEMBER, too, that

We

are now

so come

good

a

one.

selling

we are

greatly reduced prices.

Our Furs at

taking account

of stock and all SHORT

LENGTHS will be laid out and marked at SHORT
PRICES.

Look them

something you

Monday, Jan. 6,

over

for

think you will find

we

need.
we

ventory. Tuesday,

all who can favor

shall close
Jan. 7th,

us

with

a

complete

store to

our

shall be

we

call.

pleased

Sincerely

in-

to see

yours,

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

Who invented soap? That it is not «
modern convenience is well known, foul
Just when it cauie Into general use I*·
a

I

Overcoats

mystery.

In

Biblical times cleansing agents
used. The hooks of Job and .1er
emiuh contain the word "soap."
Hut
this is merely u convenient use of the
word in translation. The lieforew word
"borlth," for which It was substituted.
Is a general term for cleansing substances. What those substances wert
Is unknown, but they were probable
little like the modern soap.
Pliny speaks of the Invention of soap
by the Gauls, who, however, used i!
only as a sort of pomade or hair dress
lug. He also refers to the use of both
hard soap and soft soap by the Ger
mans. The use of fuller's earth, which
has saponaceous qualities, for cleans
lug purposes was known to the llo
were

for winter
our

overcoats.

variety

<

f

Many
from.

long

new

popular

in

quite

models.

a

We

fabrics and
this

season.

colois for you to choose

mans.

Overcoats

comes

$7.50

The French word for soap, savon
from Savonn, France, where l:
was manufactured.
The lirst manufacture of soap In London is said to
have been in 1524, and previously Bris
toi had supplied it for use lu the Eug

service

We've

dressy

have all the
weaves

You'll find

wear.

warmth and

from

to $22.00.

lish cities.

According to the historian Sismondi.

a

soapuiaker was included in
of Charlemagne, king

nue

Franks,
tury,
In

at

H.B.Foster,

the retl
of the

the end of the eighth cen

the excavation

of

the

One Price Clothier,

ruins oi

Pompeii a soap boiler's shop was uncovered, with soap in It, showing that
the making of It was known In the lirst
Christlau century.
Pliny, who wrote of the eruption of
Vesuvius, which destroyed the two Homan cities In 70 A. D., stated that soap

was made from tallow and ashes and
that the German soap was the best
Galen also referred to the use of soap

John Willis has begun work in his
mill at Tuskahola.
There is a case of scarlet fever at ElA Stuttering Story.
Walter Lord is driving
mer Henley's.
The Rebekab lodge bas elected:
A noted humorist tells a stuttering
the mail team for him.
Ν G.-Susie Blake.
story : "It is about two blacksmiths,
North Waterford Grange met WednesV. G .—Mary Wood.
both stutterers. The first snatched η
B. 8.—Ada Gray.
to
Mr.
install
officers.
and
Jan.
1st,
day,
F. 8.—Addle Wentworth.
reilhot lump of Iron from the forge,
Mrs. Keniston of Lovell were the installTreasurer—°aiTle Jewett
rushed with it to the nnvil and then
memofficers.
About
twenty-five
ing
Installation the 23d.
began this conversation: 'N-n-now.
bers from Albany Grange were present
House· and Home·.
th-th then,
Dinner was eerved
st--strike
as invited guests.
Bast Bethel.
qu-qulckly!*
There have l»een and there are today
there and all claimed it a first olass
'J-J-Just
Miss Amy Bartlett bas returned to ber In the various lunds of the earth many 'W-w-whore shall I strike?'
time.
it the end. H-h-hurry up!' Th-th-thls
at Rumford Falls.
teaching
who
have
no
houses
nothaud
people
Irvin Green is getting along as well as
sud Y 'Ye*, of c-c-course.
Mind you
Mrs. Etta Bean is spending a few
ing that you could call furniture even nt
can be expected, also his horse that was
ireeks at Norway doing dressmaking.
s-s-straight.' 'All r-r-right Shall
of
last
the
so sick with azotnria
week. Dr.
untique variety. But there can I Id-let her
No school three days last week on acg-g-go?'
'N-n-uo, you
Walker attended the horse.
be no doubt that they are far happier
:ount of sickness of the teacher.
!-f-fool; the Iron's c-c-cold.'"
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Holmes have
Mrs. Etta Bean, Mrs. Lizzie Bartlett, than many who are comfortably housed
Will McAllister ind Mrs. Fannie Farrar attended Pomona In mansions which contain
moved to Norway.
everything
Loss Fully Covered.
lives on the farm where Mr. Holmes J
that money can buy.—Uncle Remus'
Grange at Norway last Tuesday.
moved from.
Adjuster—I've called to fix up that
Mr. Will Holt, Elmer Trask, Porter Magazine.
natter of your house burning down
Harwell, George Hastings and others are
West Lovell.
SVns the loss total?
Heck Penn—Oh.
mtting pulp wood, cord wood, etc.
Talking and Thinking.
| h' bouse Is
Mrs. Correne Fox is improving.
plumb gone: but, young
The Man
A leurned scientist adBrownfield.
East
Oris LeBaron and wife went to Brldg'eller, ef I tuck u cent from yore com·
Winnie Giles, who has been in Boston, rances the theory that a severed bead mny'l'd feel like a thief. Mebhe
ton last week.
yon
Is
of
Is
it
capable
thinking,
although
home.
McAllister
has
las
returned
returned
Mrs. Georgie
j leven't heard thet my wife tuck adhome from the village and will soon go
Clarence Allen spent last Saturday in suable to speak. The Woman—That's
o' th* excitement t' elope.—
vantage
Portland.
It Is so much easier to talk
to Norway.
3ueer.
'uck.
at W. S. Fox's.
Panl Marston, who bas been suffering than It Is to think!
Arthur Fox is
of tbe middle ear,
irith
a second
Merton A. Lord has
Second thoughts are often best, even
hand engine and has fitted np to saw iras taken to Portland last week, bnt it
Call Money.
I η a case of love at first sight.—Phllairas decided that an operation was nnbarrel heads and wood.
Nell
What Is call money, dear? (
John A. Fox is cutting the birch he : lecessary and be is again at home, but
lelphlu Record.
Belle— 1 guess it's the kind you call up
ar from well.
bought of N. Fox.
on
several
husband
the
rour
Fred Warren is spending
Merton A. Lord and Walter Laroqae
telephone for to
None are secure from desperation,
have both
bought themselves new ι sooths with his parento, Mr. and Mrs. ι «11 him you must have it right away. \ ew from subtlety.—Byron,

Copyright

1907 by
Hare Schatfner kj Marx

Norway,

Maine.

Good Warm Robe for $6.50
I have a few more of the heavy wool robes
with rubber center in the pieced robes for
$6.80, they measure 64x62 inches. Also a
full line of the No. 1 robes in black or brown,

64x62, for $7.80, and 84x72 for $8.80.

1AMES Ν.

FAVOR, SMs\HoUuc,<Efi

91 Main St..

Norwfty, Maine.

—

stopping
bought

inflammation

—

sleight this

winter.

I Jamutl Warren.

-Baltimore Amtflcao.

Best

Fitting and Wearing Goods Made.

W. O.

Frothingham,

ι
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Sleighing at lut!
Meeting of the Κ.
(lay evening at 7.
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The W. F. M. S.

soi'th paris post orrice.
a. r. to 7 30 r. u.

Coir

TRUNK

RAILWAY.

Rev. G. B.

m-iBclB* Sf pt. 2», 1907,

Falls

TSAIS8 LKAVy SOCTH PARI·
dally; 9:50a.
i,o!ng town east)—5:36 a.
•*!iv ex'-eyi Sun lay; « 33 P. R.. daily.
i.ôlnir up ( we*t 9 30 a. R., dally ; 3St P.
»·:>* except Sunday; 3.47 P. R., dally.
—

R.

■

at

«

l
Pr·

olversallet Church, Rev. J. H. Little, Pastor
» hlri -ervlce every Sunday at 1ϋ:45 Α. M
*

r

Mrs. Fred Brown of Portland is the
of her parente, Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Stuart.
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Ordway and daughilester visited relatives in Portland

ter

over

Sunday.

Mrs. Π. D. McAlister and two children,
of North Paris, have been visiting here
for a few days.

RkETINGS.

Reculai
F X A M.—Pari; Lodge, No. 94.
eta- Tues lav evening on or btfore fullinoeo
meet·
"i. o. ·». Κ —Mount Mica
Aurora
·. Tnursdav evening of cacn wees
k·: >m; ment, tiret anil third Monday evening!
i| rach month.
K. —M>unt l'ieasan· llel-ekah Lodge,No
l>
-,ect^ second and fourth Fridays or eact
n:n In odd Fellows' Hall.
\ K..V. K. Kim ball Post. No. 14S, aoeeU
cr-t anl thlrt Saturday evening? of each
2 rth, In G. A. R. Hall.
Wir. K. Kim bal': Circle. Ladles of the G .A
meet? ir«t ind third Saturday evenings of
wttfc month. In Grand Ami Ball.
H.—Parle Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
r~t and third
Saturday; during the
..;·.
1er of the year, meets every Saturday, In
l> »ηΛ Hall.
I'. '> t».C.—Second and fourth Mondays of
ea η month.
·>.
E.
P.—Stony Brook Lodge. No. 1S1,
t. -econd an 1 fourth Wednesday evening
tr
of ach month.
M\-Hamlin Lodge. No, 31, meets every
Kr ay evening at Pythian Hall.

Mrs. Addison Tirrell has returned
home after a visit of several weeks to
relatives in Canton.

Lodge, regular

1

C. F. Parsons preached
the Methodist church Sunday evening

guest

lav School at 13 *. Junior Union at 3:31
Y. P. C. I", at 7 P. *.
sTATfcD

Presiding Elder

John E. Stephens of Rumford Falls
was at South
Paris a short time last
week.

Κα;

m

Sunday.

day.

R.; Sabbath Schoo

V.i

over

Rumford

Mr. Ilamiin of Bliss Business College
a guest of Walter Abbott over Sun-

Kpworth League Meeting β 00 P. M.
"-:»ver meeting Wednesday evening 7 30; clasi
η
i; -et! g Friday venin* 7 30.
;St Church. Rev. J. Wallace Chesbro
On'un lav, i,reaching service 10:45 A
hoof l.' *.; Y- p- ». C. K.. 15 Ρ
uti
V»·
rayer mectlr.it 7 "'*» P. m. ; We·Ines·Say even
All a«
Seats free.
75».
service
rayer

South Paris

of

was

ytteii.
M tao.il.-t Church, Key. T. N. Kewley, Pastor
.· -iuc lav, morning prayer meeting 10:00 A. M.
A

was at

Hannaford

The street car got to the Square at 9
o'clock Monday morning on its first trip

First Congregational Church, Rev. A. T. Mc
\V
rter. Pastor. Preaching service. 10 45 a.m.
lay schooi 11 45 a. *.; T. P. S. C. E. 6DI
Churcl
K venin* -ervlce 7:00 p. R.;
h
i;
; -aver meeting Wednesday evening at 7 Λ) p. M
Λ ί, no* otherwise connected, Are cordially In

ν ;

with Mrs. T.

Mrs. D. C. Smith of Gorham, Ν. H., Is
visitiDg Mr. and Mrs. K. N. Anderson.

M.

CHURCHRS.

v.rea»"h'.ng -ervlce 10:45

mee'e

N. Kewley Thursday afternoon.
The Seneca Clnb meets thU Mondaj
evening with Mise Sue Wheeler.

OAceUour·. 7 30
GRAND

Ο Κ. A. Wednee

—

Annual meeting of P*ris Library
Association is called for Saturday, Jan.
1*, 1908, 7:30 P. m., at the library rooms.

Mrs. G. C. Pratt has been kindly remembered by her former pastor and
wife, Rev. and Mrs. II. A. Clifford, now
of Strong, Maine.

The Fan-Tans will enjoy another of
their pleasant evenings at their hall
Tuesday evening of this week. Refreshments will be served.
Mrs. Agnes Penfold and Ralph go to
Island Pond Tuesdav to attend a large
Wednesday, Mrs. Penfold
reception.
goes to Portland and Boston for a short

Augustus Record has returned to stay.

J.

]; >:jd to continue his art studies.

The Ladies of the G. A. R. will observe
tho usual social hour at the closc of the
business meeting, January l>tb, and
hope to welcome every comrade in the

ADiirew J. Jackson of Ionia. Mich., is
g I.!.·» brother, Alfred H. Jackson.
Mr-. Ella F. Neal of Lewiston was a
ent guest of her father, George Wise.

community.

The annual meeting and supper of the
I'niversalist parish will be held at Good
Cheer Hall Tuesday evening of this
week. Supper at rt:30. All members of
were
Shaw
W.
Howard
Mrs.
Mr and
the parish and congregation are invited.
see
to
l."wiston
ar
Wednesday night
The ladies of the Baptist church are
I w I). ek^tader's minstrels.
requested to meet for sewing at Mrs. L
Mr- A'la Billings and daughter, Miss C. Morton's next Tuesday at 2 P. M. All
\ ice Billings, of Milton, were guests at articles for the
missionary barrel should
rge Wise's a few days last week.
be taken t» Mrs. Morton's that «lay or as
Miss Marv Hideout of Auburn has been soon after as possible.
Mis»
,t Κ. N. Haskell's for a few days.
The week «>f prayer was observed last
Hatt;e Haskell has meanwhile been in week bv union meetings each evening
Auburn.
except Saturday, at the Congregational,
each
Mr- Mary Burnham of Portland was Methodist and Baptist churches,
th« pulpit two even! >·· Thursday to visit her mother, Mrs. pastor occupying
Mrs. Stone's ings in the course of the week.
itr. >tone. the
L. Briggs is improving from
pneutuooia, with which she bas been
<{uite ill.
Mr

1

I.

birthday.

day being

!
I

There

triangular exchange of
the Sunday morning service,

was

a

Miss Day, Miss Wheeler's milliner, pulpits at
ailed to Bryant's Pond a few days Rev J. W. Chesbro preaching at the
β by
the illness of a nephew, who Methodist church. Rev. T. N. Kewley at
the Congregational church, and Rev. A.
η afterward died.
T. McWhorter at the Baptist church.
Wednesday was the greatest day for
The wicked stood in slippery places
ti .· creeper trade that ever was seen
some of the good
The t<>wn was all sold out of t^em Sunday night. So did
people, but most of them went down. In
pretty soon after breakfast.
•«pite of the walking that was almost imGeorge A. Briggs, who has been cook- possible without creepers, there were a
at
lumber
Dixtield,
in
Foster's
camp
•ig
lot of people out for evening services.
a* returned home.
Lumbering operaWilbur L. Farrar underwent another
i ns are suspended on account of the
surgical operation on Thursday of last
lack of snow.
week at I)r. Cousins' hospital in PortGeorge A. Chapman has purchased the land, where he went some time since.
( apt. Swan farm, lying south of his own He is
reported to be doing well since,
farm, of L. L. Jackson. There are no and his friends feel m-τβ encouraged
buildings on the farm, the buildings hav- than for weeks.
He expects to come
ing been burned some years ago.
home in the course of a few days.
wa>

Advertised letters in South Paris post
office, Jan. 13:

Mrs Vernon Α. λ\ altou had a sudden
attack of appendicitis on Thursday, and
Miss Winona Cumner.
although she went to her work in the
Mrs. G. Marston.
morning as nsual, on the afternoon train
Mr. Leon Longley.
she wa< taken on a bed to the Central
Η. T. Field.
I»r. W. J. Rel l.
Maine General Hospital at Lewiston,
imThe annual meeting of the Congre- aud the operation was performed
is now
gational parish was held last Monday mediately on her arrival. She
well.
evening, when the usual yearly business doing
was transacted. The officers elected are:
said everybody,
"î>ame old story!"
Moderator—.lame* S. Wright.
when it began raining Snaday. And mo
<■ I rk—N. Davton ISoNter.
it locked, when by night the surface uf
an I Collée tor-Walter Ρ Maxim
Treasurer
I riHentlal
Committee—Walter I». Maxim the earth had become a sheet of smooth
Wheeler
lories H. Howani, Alton C. Wrl*ht· ,Knr>· *· wet ice. But contrary to the precedent
for this winter, the rain turned to snow,

vS^XrKr"8·

and Monday morning

saw

things look-

Not since the records have been kept
C harles E. Handy died Monday of last ing more like a real Maine winter. Lumweek at the age of 4-> years and some bermen may still have some courage. has the Saco River, before this winter,
failed to close in December.
months, after a long illness with conThe following officers of Hamlin
sumption. The funeral was held on
Joseph Varney, 12 years of age, broke
of
were installed
Wednesday, attended by Kev. J. H. L't- Lodge, No. 31, K. D.P.,I). G.
the ice while crossing the new
Walter through
C.,
by
evening
to
taken
Anwere
Friday
The
remains
*·, and
tish pond at Freeport Thursday, and was
dover for burial. Mr. Handy has lived L. Gray:
drowned.
C. C.—I. A Kenoey.
in town several
years, working as a
Κ. N. Wrleht.
V. C
Clarence Frost was caught in tbe
blacksmith during the tirst of his resiPrelate—T. S. Uarue*.
>1. ot W. H. I*. Hain.nonl
shafting of Bartlett's saw mill at Eliot
dence here, but lately at carpenter work
Κ of K. anil R.—Walter L. Gray
Wednesday and received fatal injuries.
He leaves a wife, and three children by a
M of K.—S. S. Maxim
He was 37 years old and four children
former wife.
M. of Kx.-J. G. LtttietleM.
survive.
M at Α.—Κ Κ. Shaw.
Kimball
of
W.
K.
At the meeting
1. G.—C L. Shaw.
George Dant. Cushing of Freeport, 3S
Ο. G.—C. W. Hun?<·*».
'st, G A. R., Saturday evening, Jan.
of age, accidentally shot himself
years
.til. Past Commander W. S. Starbird inThe trustees of the Oxford County
with » shot gun. Just how the
Tuesday
stated the following named comrades to
Agricultural Society met here Tuesday accident happened is not known, as ha
serve as officers for the year 1908:
list
for
this
and prepared the premium
was aloue in the room at the time, but
C om.—Charles George.
year's county fuir. Several changes the wound was such that death was eviK Hathaway.
line of inin
the
£■—Ther"n
in
the
made
w"
were
list,
J. V C—laaac Monk
instantaneous.
The purses in the dently
crease of premiums.
Surf.—George I*. Tucker.
( han —lo-tei'h λ. Nove*.
F. Evans, general manager of
class races are now all 9200, except in
George
M.—Chan il r *wlft
the free-for all, which is $250. Some the Maine Central Railroad, died very
''
Maxim.
''-franklin
(» —John Murch.
other premiums are increased, and some suddenly in his private car at Vanceboro
Heary H. Maxlui.
The fair will be Friday morning, while on a tour of innew classes added.
Q· ^ S.-—(irlniill Stuart.
held this year on the 15th, 10th and 17th spection. Mr. Evans was 63 years of
M.—E-IwId Marfan.
of September.
age, and had been general manager of
I he Citizens Telephone Co. held its
the Maine Central siuce 1890.
was
a
for
who
W.
Isaac
Cummings,
annual meeting at the assessors' office
a
manhood
In the Somerset County Court at
in
bis
of
number
years
young
last Monday evening. It was voted to
Amos K. Butler
double the line from the Johnson farm, resident of South Paris, died at Glencoe, Skowhegan Wednesday
a
few weeks presented his appointment by the govnow owned
by W J. Wheeler, to the M;nn.. quite suddenly
to prosfarm of Charles M. Xeedham. It was since, being found dead in his bed. He ernor as special county attorney
in 1825, and ecute liquor cases under what is kuown
also voted to incorporate the company, was born in Gray, Maine,
law. County Attorney
which has so far operated as an associa- came to South Paris when about 20 as the Sturgis
In 1S56 he went to Glen- Young by hie counsel, Judge Simmons of
tion. The officers elected are as follows- years of age.
of North Anson, protested against the apcoe, and was one of the early settlers
Pre.i.leet-J, r. PI .miner.
Λ. Sliurtleff.
that place. Mr. Cummings was a de- pointment. Judge Simmons in his argulaw as unrk "·Ι Tresstirer—Charles W. ISowker
vout member of the Methodist church, a ment attacking the Sturgis
I.I
l»!rv.;tor»-Wll!U,n u
Prothlnjcham Λ L
and highly respected, constitutional. Judge Cornish, presid" M,K'<'°· »«on?v K. Stearns, man of integrity
·?"" George M. AtwiKxl
τ V"S»
T.
». Thibotleau,
with many friends. Several children ing in the court, recognized Mr. Butler,
Mr. Cummings was a brother stating that tbe existing statute was the
survive.
If Tuesday night's storm had begun a
a
of the late Mrs. Naphtali Mason of this law of the state, and that it was not
of discretion with him. Mr.
.tie earlier, probably some of those place.
question
l.° the Good VUer "upper
Young has not announced any decision
would have been scared off. As it was
The officers of Mount Pleasant Re
as to whether he will pursue the matter
eventhe crowd got there before the weather bekah Lodge were installed Friday
further.
was
bad enough to prevent (getting ing by D. L>. P., Margaret Libby and an
The Maine Sportsmen's Fish and
home, by the way, was .a pretty sloppy installing staff from Norway. Later
meetjob», and the tables were well HI led' refreshments were served. There was a Game Association held its annual
with a good atgetting there, the people naturally good attendance. The officers installed ing at Bangor Tuesday,
tendance. There were few changes in
remained for the entertainment, which are:
the list of officers. In his report Secrewas very satisfactory.
Ruth Ann Rob
X.G.—Mr» Amy Strickland.
V. U.-UIm A va I. each.
bins Tea Party, with A. E. Morse as
tary Farrington recommended that
Keo. Sec.—M Us Hattle Leach.
resident hunters be obliged to pay an
Kuril Ann, the gipsy song in costume by
Clark.
Kin. Sec.—Mrs. Sophia
annual license fee of one dollar; that the
Mrs II. \\ sjbaw and Miss Morrill, and
Tret»».—Mr*. Hattle Poan
Warlen—Mr*. H va Merrill.
duties of the tish aud game commission
*ie ..tree. Which is Which, were all good
1. G. —Ml·* AiMle L. Giles.
be divided so that one member shall deteat u res.
O. G.—Henr. '>ean.
vote his time to game, one to tub and
Con.—Mr». Kva Cllflorl.
I here was a large crowd present at
R. S. N. G.—Mr*. Clara Howard.
the third to act in an advisory capacity;
the public installation of the officers of
l
M
Mau
l»e
L. S. N. G.—
Doublas·.
that no one shall be allowed to carry
K. S. V. G.—Ml»» Λ bble Record
Aurora Encampment M-.uday evening
firearms into tbe woods in close time,
L. S. V. G —MUe Charlotte Giles.
Ellis S.
■lan. 'ith
District Deputy
and that legislation should be enacted for
Chap.—Mise Florence Richarde.
Dobie with a team of Grand Officers inthe preservation of the timberlands.
"tailed the officers iu a very impressive
On its first trip Wednesday murning, These recommendations were referred
ice
manner.
Following the installation the street car ran oil the rails on the
to the committee on legislation, which
mere was music by Stearns' Orchestra in front of Wallace Ryerson's, turning
will report on them at the next annual
and
an. remarks by several of the members
goalmost square across the street,
meeting.
for
room
allow
to
as
ami visitors, after which all enjoyed a
nearly
ing so far
* ">rt
social. The following officers another car to go by on the rails. SevI deaire to express my lioartfelt thanks
were installed:
eral men coine from Norway on that and gratitude to neighbors and friends
lirst car to the factory of the Paris for their kindly acts and substantial aid
Merrill.
u
* Maaon.
Manufacturing Co., and one of them, in my hour of need.
is. t»
W ~?·
L. W. Hollta.
Mrs. Makoahkt Handy.
Freeman Frost, sustained some bruises
M ar*t >»·
«. JiV ~c;A
and scalp wounds, so that he had to be
Scribe—t». W. Haskell.
home
Trea··.—a E. Shurtleff.
taken
and
RANK FOOLISHNESS.
atteuded by a physician
—C. R. W » man
by team. His injuries are not thought
"When attacked by a cough or a cold,
s.~". T. Thayer
works
who
,
T.
A.
serious.
Bennett,
be
to
-—Carl Mason.
or when your throat is sore, it is rank
AJ
* -L. I. Monk.
in Aldrich's meat market, though at first foolishness to take any other medicine
W-Ï L· Ullrich.
afterward
soon
no
of
conscious
injury,
4th W _8.li Browo.
than Dr. King's New Discovery," says
Clark.
began to sutler from the shaking up he C. O. Eldridge of Empire, Ga. "I have
°!J~A 8 K Mason.
-•lU.ofT.—P.
received, and has since been confined to used New Discovery seven years and I
At the meeting of Stony Brook Lodge his home in Norway.
know it is the best remedy on earth for
e* r-ngland Order of Protection, Wed
BOLSTER DISTRICT.
coughs and colds, croup and all throat
and lung troubles. My children are
nesday evening, the officers were install
Mrs. H. M. Wheeler is passing a few
ed by Depaty Mabel G. Warren and ac
subject to croup, but New Discovery
Aboui days in Auburn.
ins'allmg staff from Norway.
quickly cures every attack." Known
throat and
twenty members of Lakeside Lodge ο
Alton Maxim has bought the bay at the world over as the King of
lung remedies. Sold nnder guarantee
Norway were present, and the attendant the Gowell p'ace.
at F. ▲. Sburtleff A Co.'s drug store.
home lodge was large
Τβ
λ
According to report the condition of 50c. and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
After
the installation a supper and socia I
is
ill,
who
K.
critically
F.
Witham,
Mrs.
*?nj"jred· This order is nom
The Train de Luxe of Canada.
naving a large increase in membership is unchanged.
in
Massachusetts, and a goo<
especially
The "International Limited," the preTwitchell Bros, have recently bought
growth in this state, where 708 medica ' and packed W. Π. Swett's, John Small'! mier train of Canada, is indorsed bj
examinations were reported in the montl
and A. B. Talbot's apples.
everybody who has ever had the experiof December. Stony Brook Lodge has ι
It leaves Montreal
ence of riding on it.
and
Mr.
and
Talbot
B.
A.
Μη.
and
Mr.
membership of between 80 and 90. Thi
at 9:00 A. m. every day in the year, arriv
Pomona
attended
Brown
S.
Mrs. J.
officers installed are:
ing Toronto at 4:30 P. m., Hamilton 5:3(
Grange at Norway last Tuesday.
London 7:48 p. m., Detroit 10KX
Brlgxa.
p. μ
,w—Prank A.
L?
* arien—(ieralJ
K. Win*
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Lapham arc r. u., and Chicago 7:42 a. m., following
V Ww^ien—Charle· Cutler.
staying with their daughter, Mrs. Charlef morning. It is a solid vettibule traingee Sec.—Hattie Dean.
modern equipment throughout—witb
Swett. Mrs. Lapham is seriously ill.
Pullman sleeping cars through to Chl·
also Cafe Parlor and Library cai
Plenty of fresh fish, finnan haddie, cago;
UuarUlaii—.1 udaoo PlfleM.
a)
cheese
service. Have the experience on youi
home-made
and
hogs-head
Mahern.
next trip weet.
TWnl Trustee—Mr·. Benfca Turner
Thayer's most Market Monday night.
■
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—
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STATED MEETINGS.
F. & Α. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
So. 18, In Masonic Flail, Friday Evening on or
befjru fall moon. Oxford Boy&l Arch Chapter,
No. 2», assembles Wednesday Evening, on 01
before fall moon. Oxford Council, R. A 8. M.,
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening aftei
full inoon.
I. Ο. O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
In Odd Fellows* H.ilf, every Tuesday Evening.
Wlldcy Encampment, No. 21, meets In Οα·Ι
Fellows' Ha 1, second and fourth Friday Evenings of each month. Mt. Hope Bebekah Lodge,
No. 58, meets on first and third Friday of eact
month.
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
everv Thursilav Evening. U. R., A. O. Noyei
D vision, No. 12, meets third Friday of each
month. Lake Assembly, No. 33, P. S., second
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of H.—Norway Grange meets second and
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall.
G. A. B.—Harry Bust Post, No. 54, meets In
New G. A. R. :Iall on the first Tuesday Evening

of each month.
W. B. C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Monday evening.
S. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In
New G. A. B. Hall, on the first and third Wednesday evenings of each month.
Ο U. A. M.—Norway and South ParlsCounr.il,
No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
evening.
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meet*
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
_

month.
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247,
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
each month
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meets In Byerson hall, every Thursday evening, September to
May, first and third Thursday evenings, May to

September.

Merton L. Kimball, Esq., fell on tbe
walk at his home Wednesday noon and
injured hie left shoulder and arm. Two
physicians were in attendance with him,
and while the arm and shoulder were
Mr.
not broken tbe injury is severe.
Kimball was at his office Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Cuehman entertained tbe Merry Eight at their home
Wednesday evening at whist and supper.
Barden Turner of Waldoboro visited
bis sister, Mrs. V. W. Hills, the last of
the week. Mr. Turner is tax collector
of his town. He says he has collected
and turned into the town treasury all
tbe commitment for 1907, amounting to
about $25,000.
Tbe annual parish meeting of tbe
Univerealist society was held at Concert
The usual
Hall Thursday evening.
parish supper was served when a busielection of
and
ness meeting was held
officers. The reports presented an excellent condition of tbe parish. All exof
penses paid and money in the bands
the treasurer. Officers elected were:

Mrs. G. L.

The following officers were elected
tbe ltebekah Lodge for tbe year:
—

from Woodstock.
The session of Oxford County Pomona
Grange was held in this place on Tuesday. Many visited Norway from all
parts of the county to attend the meeting which was held in Concert Hall.
The meetiug was one of marked interest.
Prof.
There were seven candidates.
Hendrickson of Lake View
Peter
Grange, Auburn, L. C. Bateman of
Lewieton and others addressed the
Grange. Excellent music was furnished
by the Norway Grange choir comprised
of C. P. Barnes, Esq., Frank Towne,
Mrs. Bessie Delano, Wm. Delano. Barbara Chapman aud Carroll Delano also
served by
sang selections. The dinner
the Norway ladies was very good. It
was voted to invite the National Master,
lion. N. J. Bachelder of Andover, Ν. II.,
session of the
to attend the March
Grange. J. W. Hunting of Oxford read a
very interesting paper.
Geo. A. Brooks, Geo. I. CummingH,
Stephen H. CummingH, M. W. Sampson
and W. E. Bartlett visited North Pond
was

fishing expedition Tuesday. They
captured some very pretty pickerel.

on a

In

by «.'hoir.
Annie Brown, of Norway Grange
Reading.
Parle Grange
Paper,
DIhcubbIod l>? Mr. Leon Merrill, State Dairy In
etructor, on "Cow Test Associations."
A. E. Morse
Resiling,
Franklin Grange
One-half hour,
Music.

ARD

The body of Thomas J. Brown, the
East Raymond farmer who mysteriously
disappeared on the morning of the 3d
inet., was found Monday in Pantbei
Pond, about two miles and a half frnir
his home. A large number of men bar:
been searching for traces of him sinc<
his disappearance. Brown was 07 yeari
of age, and leaves a wife and a daughter.
It is supposed that he committed eui
cide, but except for a slight cold he wat
in good health, bis domestic and busi
ness relatione were all of the pleasantest
and absolutely no reason for the deed i:
known.

its

I

bined with

Yinol

the most scientific and valuable cod
liver preparation which the world ban
ever known.
cal and permanent.
Yinol is bo rich in the elements ol
life that it imparts vigor to all debilitatEdwin, son of Mortimer Wadleigh ed and feeble conditions and (s unexand Willis, son of Nahum Pinkham celled as a remedy for all pulmonary
both of Brewer, were drowned in th troubles.
Penobscot River opposite Bangor 01
Try Yinol on our guarantee to return
(
the 4th. The boys, who were 14 year 1, your money if it fails to give satisfac
! of age, were skating on the thin ic » tion. F. ▲. Shurtleff & Co., Druggists
South Paris, Maine.
along the shore.

wnol, nood weight,

yard,

■'51.50 per

was

50c.

now

in grey and black mixture, were

goods

2!»c,

l»c.

were

50c,

25c.

thru

going
or

now

a

smooth goods

our

large

stock of

u'oods,

we

have found

many short

remnants that will pay you to lo. k them

anywhere,

be found

prices

our

which

on

over.

Coats and Suits

arc now

half

are

always

as

price.

cheap

«

Cocoa beans grow in
pods on the trunk
and limbs of

>

They
ι

a

tropical

cate

delitree,

Norway. Maine,

six

contain

times more food value than beef.

VVe

use

that

beans

cost

our

Winter Overcoats!

are

there

grown and
nothing in

g

highest

the

is

cocoa

but cocoa.

We still have some Winter Overcoats in black and gray Kersey
that are bargains.

That is why it is
the r.;ajt delicious of
cocoas.

tub iruun ». LOVSET CO.

THEY ARB WELL MADE,

HAVE NICE LININGS, GOOD
STYLE, GOOD LENGTH. THE

COLLARS AND SHOULDERS
WILL FIT, NOT HANG ON
AND MERELY COVER THE

At Canton, Maine. Will pay fair
cash value for the same, f. o. b. cars
We solicit your
Canton, Maine.

BODY. THERE IS STYLE AND

correspondence.

LYMAN W. SMITH CO.

QUALITY

IN THEM.
BEST

THE

TO

LOST.

EQUAL
CUSTOM

WORK.

PRICES

REMEMBER!

$7.50 to $13.

Norway, Me.

Morris Klain,

Can afford to ami will pav mom fur rag*, rubbers, ami metal than any stranger that calls to
your boute.
He pays from $5 to ('J per ton for Iron riellv·
pit'I to him here.
He buys folded newspapers.
He Is paying fur mixed rags, 1 cent a
1'ays
Rubbers according to market.
prlco for bran sacks.

IP
1

pound.

uiaiket

The Capt. H. N. Bolster homeAtobott Block,
stead situated in South Parie village,
hot water heat
Νorway, Maine. thoroughly finished,
and all modern equipments attached,
Telephone 115-12.
a two story house, ell and stable,
t^It will pay you to give me a centrally located. Apply to

WANT

YOU

THING

MUST

FIND
SOME-

WRONG

BE

FOR THE GOODS ARE RIGHT

1

AT ALL POINTS, AND CHEAP.

Copyiiahi 1907
The Huuse ot Kuivcoi
Chicago

F. PLUMMER,

J.

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Telephone 106-3.
£a

S. WRIGHT, Adm.

JAMES

call.

YOU FAIL TO

WHAT

Desirable Residence for Sale.

and Loans.

V.

F.

A.

8HITRTJMEFF

...

Jt

Vou should

and colds

keep

a

so as

to be
on

prepared

by exposure

changes in the weather.
This is one of the best
satisfaction.

bottle of

we

to

we

For 1908

...

check coughs

j

and sudden

cough remedies

guarantee every bottle

If it fails

The Eastern Argus

SHFBTIEFF A CO.

Cough Balsam

brought

know of and

A.

F.

CO.

Harvard

to

we

give

refund your money.

25 oents per Bottle.

18031 DAILY and weekly.

F. A. SHURTLEFF& CO.

Country and State

A.

F.

SHITBTIiEFF A CO.

A.

WuBTlEFF A CO.

NMHMMMNNNMIMNHN

Pianos

s

Organs.

Large Stock of New Pianos and Organs.

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
Second hand pianoe from $125 to $175.
to buy for New Year's present.
and
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $25, $35. Stools, Chairs
it
Here
of
playerpianos.
other muiical merchandise. Write for catalog
a

good

trade in musical instruments.

W. «Γ. Wheeler,
Billings BlooH,

utb. Parle,

-

Maine.

are

doing subscribe for the Argus.

TERMS.
The regular price for the Daily Argus is *(1.00 per year, but we want the
look from an Argus standpoint,
people of the State to know how things politically
thereforo will send the Daily Argus for ihe next three months for 75 cents to all
new

subscribers.

Weekly Argus,

INCLUDING THE SATURDAY EDITION of the
("lube of 5, $5.00 iu advance.

One copy, one year, $1.50 in advance,

Eastern

Soutli Paris, Maine.

F.

1908

The Argun for over a century ha* endeavored to tell tbe news of the day in a
Its friends throughout the northeru New England
concise readable manner.
before
States are thousands because of its fearless, aggressive methods in placing
its readers Democratic principles. If you would know what the Democrats of tbe

The

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

great hin-

p«ptonate-of-iron make

all

browo mixtures,
THREE PIECES, 42 inch goods, blue, grein and
were ?1.00, now 75c.
to
clean,
keep
very easy

PARI5, MAINE.

Bark Wanted.

In the 17th Century
ment swept ovor England
when the medical profession discovered
such wonderful curative elements in the
cod's liver.
In the lSih Century cod liver oil was
imported and used extensively by physicians in this country, bat it was found
to be adulterated to a great extent, and
the useless heavy oil which enveloped

THE SPIRIT OF WINTER.
The Spirit of Winter is with us, mak

now

Charles
son of Mr. and Mrs.
Stearns, aired about η months.
In Dlxtleld, Jan. S, Mrs. Abel Farrlngton.
In Canton, Jan. 4, Mrs. Etta, wife of Henry D.
Κ nam», aged 52 vears.
In East Dlxtleld, Jan. 1, Charles Runnels.

of exciteand France

a

$1 37 and $1.00,

years.
In Oxford,

wave

the medicinal elements,

goods,

75c.

SEVERAL PIECES, 30 inch goods, blue, black and garnet mixtures,

LSil

Albany.

STAND-

drance to its medicinal value.
Iu 1855 a famous physician from the
Hague went to Norway and after two
research proyears of experiment and
duced a light brown oil from the cods'
livers whioh was said to be more valuable than the pale yellow oil, but the
taste and odor was so repulsive that it
frequently caused such nausea that it
made it unpopular.
The most valuable discovery, however,
was later made by two eminent French
chemists, who after years of research
discovered an extractive and concentrating process, by which all of the medicinal, healing and body building elements of the cod's liver are separated
from the useless and nauseating oil,
these recovered medicinal elements com-

money in your

means

vîtâ rv

In South Paris, Jan. 6, Charles E. Handy,
age 42 years.
In East Sumner, Jan. G, Isaac Bonney, aged 81
years.
In Brvant's Pond, Jan. 7, Ilcrschel, son of
Pearl Wing, aged 12 vears.
In
Jan S, Mary Ann (Scrlbner)
Murry, aged 39 years.
in Denmark, Jan. 3, Mrs. Lizzie Kenman.
In South Waterfonl, Jan. »>. Mrs. Elizabeth
Ellen Fernald, wife of Granville Fernald, age·!
79 years, 9 months, 26 days.
In Denmark, Jan. 9, A. P. Merrill, aged £4

REMEDY.
a

past

were

as can

Died.

in the house
A

DOWN.

share of this sale for it

a

REMEMBER that

In Rumford Fall», Jan. fi, bv Rev. Fr. J. Λ.
LaFlamme, Mr. J. Paul Tourlirny of Victoria·
ville. P. <), an'l Mise Lyilla Marie Haines of
Rumfonl Falls.
In Rumford Fall*. Jan. 7, by Rev. Fr. J. A.
Barry, Mr. Joseph Walczunar an·! Mise Marianne Ankailovlcz, l>oth of Rumford Falls.
In Ka«t Denmark, Dee. 25, by Rev. George
Barlier, Mr. Rov E. Johnson of Harrison and
Mis* Jennie E. Deerlng of Ea*t Denmark.
In Frvebnrg. Jan. 1, by Rev. R N. Stone, Mr.
Harrv C. Bcmls of North Krveburg and Miss
Bessie Pearl Walker of South Chatham, Ν. II.

Real Estate,

Norway.

for a
TWO PIECES, 50 inch brown ami blue mi tares, a very desirable goods
a suit, was 87 l-2e, now 50c.
or
skirt
separate
aud mixtures,
SEVERAL PIECES, 42 and 44 inch goods, plain blue and black

pieces

Married.

Fire Insurance,

to You.

(2 Stores,)

Now you want

In

a eon.

Moses P. Stiles,

Satisfactory

a

DRESS GOODS

now

Mason, Jan. 8, to tbc wife of Amos L. Bean,

On the evening of Dec. 29, on the
road leading from Paris Hill to West
Sumner, between George Hammond's and James Bradford's, a
wolf carriage robe, red lining. Will
tinder notify the owner, John Ross,
2
North Paris.

We Will Guarantee to flake

South Paris,

ONE PIECE, 50 inch black

0<)000006&0β^^

Norway, Jan. 2, to the wife of I.çe M.
Smith, a eon.
In South Waierford, Jan. 6, to the wife of
Charles Haskell. a daughter.
In Roxbury, Jan. 6, to the wife of David Ladd,

right

pocket.

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,
SOUTH

an

are

we

F. H. NOYES CO.

large

RICHARDS,

In

MODERN METHODS.

HOW TUKY HAVK IMPROVED

Price

THREE PIECES, 32 inch

S.

believe

thoroughly

Come and See Us.

yet.

a «on.

2-7

we

convince you that

Born.

Geneva Sturtcvant.

M u*lc

examination of them will
when we say OIJR
PRICES ARE LOWER THAN OUR COMPETICONSIDER QUALITY.
TORS WHEN YOU
and

If not, ask some
Have you seen our bargains in DRESS GOODS?
of those that have bought. They were surprised to see such bargains and
wu k shows that it is the greatest sale
amount of sales the
our

Proper

for

see.

WE SELL RELIABLE COATS

Glasses.

IT DOES THE BUSINESS.
Mr. Ε. E. Chamberlain of Clinton,
Maine, says of Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
"It does the business; I have used it for
piles and it cured them. Used it for
chapped hands and it cured thom. Applied it to an old sore and it healed it
at
John Kelley was before the court the without leaving a scar behind. 25c
store.
first of the week and was sentenced to F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.'s drug
days in jail for vagrancy. lie

M

present known in many differen
ing
ways—sometimes by cheery sunshim
and glistening snows, and sometimes b;
driving winds and blinding storms. T<
many people It seeme to take a deligb
in making bad things worse, for rheu
matism twists harder, twinges sharper
catarrh, becomes more annoying, aw
the many symptoms of scrofula are de
veloped and aggravated. There is no
much poetry in this, but there is (ruth
'and it is a wonder that more peopl·
don't get rid of these ailments. Tb
medicine that cures them—Hood's Sar
saparilla—is easily obtained and there i
abundant proof that its cures are radl

Charge

anxious to

SURPRISING VALUES FOR YOU.

No Charges for Tests.-^Small

—

thirty

man we are

MARKED

That'e what our glasses are
doing. If you have reason
to believe there
is anything wrong
with your eyes
at all you
should »
have
them examined at once.

the Kennebec River at Madison on the 4tb.
Young Adams is said to
have been trying to see how near he
could skate to a hole in tho ice.
on

a

If you have not already put chased the new Fur Coat
are just the
you have planned all winter to have, YOU

|

Relieving Nerve Strain.

Adams, aged 12, son of
Adams, was drowned while

Maurice
George W.

New Fur
Coat Yet?

Bought

!

Improving Sight.

Con.—Henrietta Gammon.
R. 3. N. G.—Alice Danforth.
L. S. N. G.—(jertrude Llbby.
Chap.—Margaret Llbbv.
R. S. V. G.—Gertrude Barker.
L. 8. V. G.—Maud Rice.
I. G.—Mae Kverett.
O. G.—Herbert Rich.

j

P.

Dover

Treas.—Nellie Sheuard.
Lena French.
War

Union servioes were held last week at
the Methodist, Baptist and Congregational churches.
Rev. C. F. Parsons, Presiding Elder of
Portland, held the fourth quarterly conference Saturday evening. He occupied
Some one prophesied a severer winter the pulpit SuDday morning.
than the last. It doesn't look that way
Mis. Leona Tubbs installed the folduw, and it does look as if he knew no lowing officers of tbe W. R. C., Thursmore about it than those who lay no day evening, viz.:
claim to being prophets and the sons of
Vice-free.—Mm. Lizzie Edwards.
prophets. We hope, but do not proph- Senior
Junior Vice-Pres.—Mrs. Maria Faunco.
esy, that such weather as wo are having
Sec.—Clara .Ionian.
may put an end to the grasshoppers and
Treas.—Mrs. Mzzlc Brooke.
save from a grass famine in the coming
Chap.—Mrs. Eliza Brackett.
Cod.— Mrs. Evelyn Young.
year.
Asst. Con.—Mrs. May Kecord.
Well, Miss B., if you refer to this
Guard—Mrs. Oscar Bennett.
let Color Bearer— Mrs. 11 alt le Fuller.
John we apprehend that your memory
•2d
Color Bearer—Mrs. Kate Cox.
has served you a trick. If we ever did
3<1 Color Bearer—Mrs. Sarah YVoodsum.
it
say that old bachelors should be taxed
4th Color Bearer—Mine Λ. C. Bagley.
Patriotic Instructor—Mrs. Clara Elliott.
must have been said in a time of groat
l'rcss Correspondent—Annie C. Bagley.
weakness, when we were having one of
When in a normal condition
our spells.
Mrs. Ilattie Small baa made Home rewe should say that they ought to be pen- paire and improvements on her bouse on
sioned. A lone scout from (or of) the Lynn Street. Geo. D. Swift was in
grand army has hie hardships and his charge of the work.
On Monday evening Mrs. James Favor
dangers and performs his duties—such
duties as hie Commander lays upon him entertained the Browning Club and on
—like those who keep step in the ranks. Thursday evening Mrs. A. S. Kimball
Hie duties may not bo the same, but the Barton Club.
they are duties, and why he should be
Capt. John W. Nash and hie friend,
taxed for other dutios than his own Lawrence Nyberg, of Rumford Falls, atbeats me. If he be a bachelor from tracted much attention on their Swedish
choice be is not to be pitied, if from sled the first of the week. Mr. Nyberg
made the trip from his home, a distance
necessity he is not to be blamed.
O, no! John didn't say it. Probably of over forty miles, Tuesday. The sled
it was Paul or Peter. You have things was operated by the driver standing on
mixed. We have heard it intimated the runner and kicking or pushing the
that you are a lady of an uncertain age sled with his foot. It is said this sled
and are not encumbered by a husband, can be run on an average sixty miles
and such are called—well, you know per day.
what. But yet you are not a super- ;
Mrs. Hattie £. Harmon, as she was
fluous member of the body politic (you leaving the library room Thursday evencan't vote, though, unless you belong to | ing, fell on the iced walk and received
the Grange or some such.)
; severe bruises about the face.
We must confess that we havo about
Mrs. W. C. Cole entertained the Guild
reached that point in life when wo begin of Church Workers Wednesday evening,
feel
to feel our superfluity, and might
i Wednesday evening, Jan. 15, at Conthat way more fully and painfully had cert Hall, the Y. P. C. U. of the Unihave
We
children.
of
we a quiver full
versalist church will give a supper and
heard of such instances. Then
farce, entitled Sarah's Young Man, with
"Over the bills to the poor house."
the following cast:
1
John.
Mr. Woggrldge, a victim of the green mon·
TLee Templeton.
I
ster,
Harry Fielding, rather prepossessing ana
Oxford Pomona Orange.
Albert Fogg.
rather fast,
l'ot,"
Oxford Pomona will meet with Frank Sam Sloelaaf, of "The l'eoplo's Tea
Mann.
Abner
Sarah's Young Man
lin Grange, Bryant's Pond, on the first Mrs.
Mopgrldge, a sympathetic mamma,
Walker.
Susie
in
February. Program:
Tuesday
Aramlnta, the admired and admirer of
Α. M
Marlon Crockett.
Harry
Routine Work.
Sarah Tibbe, maid of all work, with a
Conferring 5th degree.
white
hat·»,
to
antipathy
strong
Intermission.

all over this country, and
you
a bottle free.
For sale and recommended In South Paris by
23
K. A. Sburtleff Λ Co South Paris, Me.

committed
suicide Saturday by shooting himself
with a revolver three times. The deed
was done while standing outside the rail
on the covered bridge, so that his body
might fall into the river, which it did,
and was swept by the current nnder the
thick ice in the mill pond. Bottomly
committed the deed because he had been
told by an oculist that he had an incurable disease of the eyes which would in
He lived
time cause total blindness.
alone, had no relatives in this part of
eccensomewhat
and
was
the country,
tric.
Isaac Bottomly of

by skating

N. G.—Llnnle Bartlett.
B*:rtha Evlrs.
V. G
Sec.—Eva Kimball.

BLUE 8TORES.

Invited Today

A HIGHER HEALTH LEVEL.
"I have reached a higher health level
since I began using Dr. King's New
Life Pills," writes Jacob Springer of
West Franklin, Maine. "They keep my
stomach, liver and bowels working just
Moderator—G. L. Curtis.
right." If those pills disappoint you on
Clerk—C. F. Bldlon.
trial, money will be refunded at F. A.
Treasurer—F. E. DeCoster.
Shurtleff & Co.'e drug store. 25c.
Parish Com.—C. L. Hathaway, G. L. Curtis,

Wrn.C. Leavltt.
Music Com -Mrs. C. F. B'.dlon,
Curtis, Mrs. M W. Sampson.
Auditor—E. F. Smith.

Rheumatic)

Every

State Teachers' Examination.
A State teachers' examination will be
held at the State House, Augusta, on
Friday, February 21, 1008, from 8 ▲. si.
to 5 p. si.
This examination is especially arranged for those persons wbo des'-e to quali- To Test and Try a 75c Bottle of
fy for the position of District SuperinUric-0 at Our Expense.
tendent of Schools, but is open to any
If there are still any sufferers from Rheumateachers who may desire to take it.
Examination will be in the following tlsm In this county or wherever tble paper
the wonderful
subjects: Reading, Orthography, Pen- reaches, that have not yet tried
we want them to
manship, English Grammar and Compo- Rheumatic Remedy, Urlc-O,
We firmly believe
sition, Arithmetio, Geography, United try It now at our expense.
In the
States History, Civil Government, Phy- that there Is not a case of Rheumatism
yield to the wonderful effects
siology and Hygiene, Nature Studies, world that will not
School Law, Theory and Practice of of Urlc-O, and we want to prove It to every
doubter be ood all possibility. The beet way to
Teaching.
trial boUle of this
Preliminary returns must be filed at do this Is to give a large sufferer
and let him
the office of the State Superintendent of remedy outright to every
or
Public Schools, on, or before February test and try It to his own satisfaction. If you
no
18,1008. Blanks for these returns will any of your family suffer from Rheumatism,
matter what form, just cut this notice out of the
be forwarded on appplication.
name and
Paybox Ssiith,
paper and send It together with your
address, also the name of your druggist, to the
State Supt. of Public Schools.
Smith Drug Co 'M Smith Rldg., Syracuse, N.
Y., and they will send you by return mall an
A CURE FOR MISERY.
order on your druggist for a 73c. bottle free.
"I have found a cure for the misery
Tou take
There Is no reservation to this offer.
malaria prison produces," says R. M.
Ue remedy home and use It according to direc.lames of Louelien. S. C. "It's called
of
merits.
lta
satisfied
tions until thoroughly
Electric Bitters, and comes in 50 cent
We could not afford to do this If we did cot
bottles. It breaks up a case of chills or
know that after you are freed from this dreaded
a bilious attack in almost no time; and
disease tbat you will recommend it to a'l your
it puts yellow jaundice clean out of comfriends who have rheumatism. We know from
mission." This great tonic, medicine
that personal recommendation from
and blood purifier gives quick relief in experience
one person to another Is the most valuable adall stomach, liver and kidney complaints
and that Is the way we Intend to acand the misery of lame back. Sold un- vertising,
Send for Urlc-O,
the world wlih Urlc-O.
der guarantee at P. A. Sburtleff & Co.'s quaint
no matter where you iive. It Is sold by druggists
drug store.
to hare
wc want

Special

NOBWAY.

What About the Ice?
Bertle tt Kenney, \M. D.
More than a hundred year· ago the
Sanford, Maine, Jan. 6th, 1908.
City of Portland was called Falmouth. Editor Democrat.
When that place was burned by the
I would like the space In your pape:
British, Dorcas Barbour, then in hei to ask the people of South Paris, ant
eighteenth year, accompanied by a trap more especially the Board of Health am
per and hunter who drew her trunk on ι their able counsel, if they consider thi
hand sled, walked from Falmouth tc sewage, in the form of ice, below Pari
Bethel, Oxford County, Maine. Here Street bridge, any better for domestii
she married Stephen Bartlett, one of the use than it was two years ago, or wai
first settlers.
the Board of Health at that time over
Something over a hundred years ago zealous for some particular reason, an<
Captain Stephen Kenney was born in for souie particular purpose?
North Yarmouth Falls. Hie father was
C. E. Bennett.
Samuel Kenney. His mother was Hannah Sawyer. Captain Stephen Kenney
As it has been suggested to the Demo
married Sophia Bartlett, daughter of
of Professor Robin
Stephen Bartlett and Dorcas Barbour. crat that the report
madi
Of th's union two children grew to ma- son of the State Board of Health,
of ice sub
turity; one Mrs. Hannah Susan Drew, two years since, onbesamples
republished, anc
wife of Captain E. O. Drew—U. S. Navy rait ted for analysis,
seems to be some mieappreheu
during the war,—the other Stephen as there
i
Bartlett Kenney, M. D., who died in sion as to just what that report was,
Windsor, Bertie County, North Carolina, is given below. The samples of ice wen
taken from the river as follows:
on Christmas day, 1907.
Nos. 2 and 3 were taken above th<
Stephen Bartlett Kenney was born io
that part of Bethel now called Hanover, Park Street bridge.
No. 4, from the channel of the river
Oxford County, Maine,
August 10th,
th<
1S38. Ile was prepared for college at east of Riverside Cemetery and above
Hethtfl Academy. With his mother and "Sandy."
front
ol
No. 5, from the channel in
sister he had for some years accompanied
his father on numerous sailing voyages Oak Lodge.
No. 6, in the upper cove.
to the leading ports of this country and
No. 7, near the mouth of the twt
of the old world. Much of the time be
a private sewers which discharge into tb<
served before the mast. He was
student at both BowdoiD and Dartmouth river below Park Street bridge.
Colleges. From the latter institution he
was graduated, and entered the medical
Brunswick, Maine, Dec. 29, 1905.
profession. At the call for troops he Dr. Littlefield,
enlisted and was assigned to duty as Chairman Board of Health, S. Paris
hospital steward of the23d Maine Volun- Dear Sir :
teers. commanded by Col. Wirt Virgin.
1 have analysed the six «amples of ic<
In 1804 he was appointed acting assistyou sent me Dec. 22d, and have visited
ant surgeon in the United States Navy, the ice fields from which they were ther
and saw much active service atloat. In
taken, and inspected the conditions froir
1866 he was mustered out of the service a
sanitary standpoint. The following ia
with the thanks of the navy department,
my report and conclusions:
civil
a
filled
and until 18S5
responsible
The samples were numbered 2, 3, 4, 5,
position in the Norfolk Navy Yard.
6, 7, respectively.
In 1886 he came to Bertie County,
The question I was asked to decide
North Carolina, at Windsor, where for was whether the ice showed signs *ol
ten years he was general manager of one
Sewage polsewage or other pollution.
of the largest southern lumber plants.
lution in a water or ice is indicated by
For a few years he has retired from increase in number and character ol
active work and assisted hie son in the bacteria; increase in chlorine; presence
conduct of the Windsor Ledger—one of of
nitrites; increase in ammonia and
the strongest newspapers in North Caroorganic matter.
lina.
Without giving figures as to amounts
Jn 1866 Dr. Kenney married Miss Rose which would be of themselves meaningRdwin White of Portsmouth, Virginia. less
except to experts, I would say that
General William Dorsey Pender of the numbers 2 and 3 showed no signs of
was
her cousin.
Confederate Army
sewage pollution, and No. 7 showed unThey had three children to reach ma- mistakable signs of it, while 5, 0, and 4,
a
turity—James Newell Kenney, lawyer although not badly polluted showed
who died three years ago; Stephen that the water tbey came from was afWhite Kenney, editor of the Windsor fected
by drainage material which did
Ledger, and Rosa Mary Kenney, wife of not appear in 2 and 3 In 5 this was
Francis D. Winston, present Lieutenant- most
apparent, in 0 next, and in 4 least.
Governor of North Carolina.
1
The impurities in 0 and 4 would not
These relatives will be glad to hear be enough to condemn them as
wr^ld be
from the kins-people of the deceased. those in 7, but from my inspection of
Dr. Kenney had often expressed a desire surroundings, and knowledge that 5, 6,
Ilis
to be buried with military honors.
4 came from below 7, and not a great
wishes in this regard were carried out. distance below, 1 feel quite sure that
The casket was enveloped in a brigade there is an element of risk connected
flag, and was carried to the grave on an with using such ice for domestic puropen vehicle. A detail of the Windsor poses which ought to be avo.ded.
Naval Reserves—National Guard—acted
It should be borne in mind that when
At sunset
as escort and pall bearers.
flows into a water, especially
pollution
the benediction was said and the bugler into'a river water, with rapid current, it
sounded taps.
does not distribute itself uniformly at
Three months ago Dr. and Mrs. Ken- once* but goes in streaks gradually broadney were contirmed by Rt. Rev. Robert ening as they progress. It is thus perStrange, D. D., Bishop of the Diocese of fectly possible to take samples for analyEast Carolina.
sis at a given time and place which do
The writer has known Dr. Kenney not show pollution.
Hence if inspection
to
him
knew
never
I
twenty-one years.
shows a source of pollution it should be
do any unworthy act, or to speak in disguarded against even though a single
He was uniparagement of others.
analysis may not reveal its presence.
He
here.
the
beloved
case
by
people
versally
In this particular
inspection
the
extent
fullest
to
the
comprehended
shows a source of pollution—the houses
heavy burden resting on the southern just below the bridge—and analysis
people, and he sympathized with them. shows the presence of it in the water at
He was at home in North Carolina. I that
point with unmistakable though
have often heard him say that North diminishing traces below, this makes,
Carolinians and the Maine people were from a sanitary standpoint, the duty
much alike. He kept his heart aglow clear to remove the source of possible
with memory of Maine and her people.
pollution or not use the ice in such a
He was proud of her past history. He way that a filth disease could be caused
her
knew her leading men. He knew
by it.
influential families. At his request, exThe question whether pollution may
on his desk
a
found
in
letter
pressed
not flow back from the dam where the
after his death. I send you this outline river evidently receives a good deal of
of his life. Maybe some friend of his drainage, is an important one, and one
youth will read and recall him. At any not thoroughly investigated at this time,
rate this will tell your people that an- but these
samples did not indicate such
other good brave son of Maine has died a
thing, because No. 4, which came from
in
held
he
was
where
in a distant s'ate,
the point nearest the dam, was better
the highest esteem in life and paid every than 5 which came farther up.
mark of honor and respect in death, and
If I have not made my statements
where he will be long remembered for clear or
you wish for further information
his sterling integrity, his devoted patlet me know.
please
riotism. his charming social qualities,
Yours very truly,
bis delightful comradeship, his unselfish
Franklin C. Robinson.
friendship, his excellent manhood.
Prof, of Chemistry.
Francis D. Winston.
John's Letter.
Maine News Notes.

Stephen

Dally,

Argus Publishing Co.,

Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
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WE HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF ALL KINDS OF

Winter Footwear,
Wool Boots, cocks, Leggins, Wool Slippers,
Wool Bals, Felt Shoes, All Kinds of Rubbers, in fact, we
a
carry a full line of everything you would expect to find in

including

FIRST
and

our

CLASS
prices

are

the lowest.

SHOE

Our store is open

Saturday evenings, closes other nights
have extra help Saturday 1 votings.

and

STORE,

at

Monday

6:15.

We

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Opera

House

Block, Norway, Maine.

Tolephone

11Β·8·

Û

HOHEHAKEBS1 COLUMN.

The Ρuzzler

Extravagance,

a

National Vice.

(Lot Angela· Herald.)

Henry anà

on

topic· of interest to the

la<lle«

1

Just scratch

No. 368.—Picture Puzzle.

match—light

a

-en

the Perfection Oil Heater—
and stop shivering. Wherever

hard

you have

a

room

that's

heat—that the furdoesn't reach—there
need a

nace

you'll

PERFECTION OU Healer
<Equlpp«4 with Smokeless Device)
Its genial
Just the thing for blizzard time or between seasons. smoke—
glowing heat makes any room cheerful and cozy. No
Brats
no smell—smokeless device prevents.
font holds 4 quarts of oil burning 9 hours. Finished in japan and nickeL Every heater warranted.

sides.
As for the plank, it may be found in
varying sizes in any house furnishing department, or it may be made to order;
but it must be of hard wood, well seasoned, and the regulation plank is made
irom genuine quarter-sawed live oak,
eleven by seventeen inches and one and
in
one quarter inches
thickness; the
plank must be well battened at the onds

which is so much appreciated by workers and
students. Made of brass, nickel plated with the
latest improved central draft burner. Every lamp
warranted. Write our nearest agency for descriptive circular if your dealer cannot supply
the Perfection Oil Heater or Rayo Lamp.

to

(Incorporated)

Cylinder

Gasoline

Oil.

Spreaders,

Manure

No. 3G9.--Riddlemeree.
My first Is In cherry, but not In prune;
My second in «list, but not In spoon;
My third is in rail., but not In snow;
My fourth Is In friend, but not In foe;
My fifth Is In stone, but not In rock;
My sixth Is in stocking, not in sock;
My seventh In mist, but not In fog;
My elKhth is In sttamp. but not in bog;
My last 1s in sparrow, but not in wren;
My whole is a day of Joy to men.

W. A. Porter,
SOUTH PARIS,
for

Is A gont

No. 370.—Historical Puzzle.
I am composed of fifteen letters. My
4
1, 2, 3 Is used lu a boy's game; δ. G,
we must allow: 8. 7. 10, Î) is a place of
defense; 13. 11, 12 is something and
nothing, side by side; 13, 14 is an an-

Wayside Laundry,
Hebron, Maine.

Disk Harrows,

Sulky Plows.

EDWARD C. BEAN,

My w
windy day.

Λ

MANAGER.

371.— ^ Christmas Lining.
(Supply mlssinK letters.)
When St. Nlch .lus looked in the pack of
No.

First-class work done.

life.
He didn't know what to s—
For thick things and t—
He found tumbled I—

Family Washings a Specialty.

In

THE LARGE YIELD OF

A. W. WALKER & SON,

—

SOUTH PARIS.

E. W.

(HANDLER,

I will furnish lM>ORs anil WINDOWS of any
Size or Style at reasonable prices.

Also Window ά Door Frames.
If In want of any kind of Finish for InsMe or
Outside work, send In your order·. Pine Lutn
ber and Shingle.' on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Matched Hard Woo«! F'.oor Hoards for sa'*

W.

West Sumner,

CHAftllLKK,
....

AND

—

Apples

Builders' Finish I

Ε.

A

Corn,

Sweet

Maine.

FOR SALE.

that the farmers will receive large I
Probably a
sums of money in payment.
large share of this will be paid out in a j
short time and there is no safer place to
out
keep it and no better way to pay it
a checking account in
than
means

|

by opeuing

...THE...
Norway National Bank,

[

There
The check serves as a receipt.
is no danger of loss by tire or theft. You
change.
can always make the correct
You can altfays obtain cash at the bank.

and sweet corn, call in and let us convince you that it is for your interest and
protit to open an account with us.

ser-|

Consista of nine rooms and bath-room,
shed anil stable. About .'Î-4 acre of land,
The buildwith apple and pear trees.
ings are situated high from the street,
with broad piazza shaded with vines,
A spring of
commanding a tine view.
These buildpure water on premises.
ings are well aud prettily furnished and
the owner would be glad to sell the
furniture and
furnishings with the
house. This is a great bargaiu and will
be sold on reasonable terms, (.'all on or
address, W. J. Wheeler, South Paris,
Maine.

Optician.

I have

received

just

Fdison
—

a

stock of the

Phonographs

WITH THE

Improved

—

Horn.

Come in and hear them.

A.

W.

PORTER,

SOUTH PARIS.

Othces or small store to rent in the

4~tf

PARKER'S
BALSAM

HAIR

Davis Block, South Paris.

Clean.?* Hid brautifl·· the halr.
1 "rumotM a luiurianl gnjwth.
!<>v«r Pmil» to Beatoro Gray
Hair to It· Youthful Color.
Cure, «ca!p di<mc< ft hair t*T..:ig.
iOc.amltl.Wat Ρrutg'wl»

at

South Paris Savings Bank.

51 tf

No. 372.—Lost Coins.
Do yon see William Penu yonder?
Is this hill in good repair?
I»o not read in dim evening light.
Is uot 'iie Po under the blue sklos
down or up, eels are not

No. 373.—Combinations.
an animal and a relative

Combine

have :! tenet.

Combine
beverage and a utensil
ha\e a utensil.
a

The Family Erjoyed It Too.
When the minister, who was a bachelor. had been helped to Mrs. Porter's
biscuits for the third time he looked
across the table at Uhoda. staring at

estly.

Latest

Inquire

|

"Is it on the market?"
"Oh. it wasn't intended for the mar
It's for the magazines."—Wash
ket.
ingtou Post.

Koy to tWe Puzzler.
No. 300.—Changed Initials: 1. Rnp&city. capacity. 2. Comical, conical. 3
Charity, clarity. 4. Cooper, copper, δ
Precious, previous, 0. Voracious, veracious. 7. Police, polite.
II.
No. 301.—Charades: I. Hi-sou.
BuiY-a-lo.
No. 302.—Quintuple Beheadings: Edgar Allan Poe. 1. River-end. 2. Elucidate. 3. I"η for·-given. 4. Malef-nction.
7. Clr(J. Divid-able.
f>. I'nfea-rlng.
S. Kxcel-leut. 'J. Unequ ally.
ru-late
10. Expln-natlon. 11. Cater-plllar. 12.
Warrl-or. 13. Befri-eud.
An Old Favorte:
No. 303.

Beard.

No. 3«'»4.—Connected
BITK

ALMOST
AS
GOOD

AS
A

DAILY
NEWS-

PAPER.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.

is

seem-

What It Was For.
"I understand you Lave perfected an
other great Invention."
"Yes." answered the scientist mod

LowesiPncesiiiOxforilGouiity.

For Rent.

through the

good
ing mix.
And he laughed as hard as he c—;
"Why. tlw bad In h—
Cried he. 'ain't n—
So bad as tlic good is g—!"
saw

face dimpled.
"We don't always." she said In her
clear little voice. "I'm awful glad you
came."—Youth's Companion

new

NORWAY, MAINE.

s..ltit

But the

him with round, wondering eyes.
"I don't often have such a good supper as this, my dear." he said In his
most propitiatory tone, and llhoda's

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

tween
Some sighs and a roll of d—
There wer>· smiles with f—,
There wet·· joys with t—.
It was l ard to make things o—.

1.
and
2.
and

nothing complicated or hard to
understand iu keeping a bank account.
When you receive your checks for apples

w—.

bunch of laughs had been wedged be-

plenty.

There is

successful

the hcltcrcjt skelterest

1.
2.
3.
4.
of Italy.
5. Look

Norway, Mo.

Jty Thirty live jearsof
2 1-2 story dwelling-house. pleasantly vice to depositors.
Paris.
of
Went
located in the village

that may give pain or pleasure.
hole is a historical occurrence on

swer

a

good

It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or oc a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may oe kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, but you can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

But Papers One Year for $2.25.

I

υ

Ο

L

TOPS

Blue

Square:
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Ν

Ε
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No. 305.—Quaint Question:

Flfty-elx

quarts difference.
No. 300.—Hidden Fishes: 1. Carp
Shad. 3. Trout. 4. Herring.

2.

The U. S. government in its "Pure
Food Law" does not "endorse" or "guar-

antee" any preparation, as some manufacturers in their advertisements would
make it appear. In the case of medicines the law provides that certain drugs
shall be mentioned on the labels, if they
are
ingredients of the preparations
Ely's Cream Balm, the well-known family
remedy for cold in the head, hay fever
and nasal catarrh, doesn't contain a
single injurious drug, so the makers
have simply to print the fact that it
complies fully with all the requirements
of the law.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Tour name and address on a postal card to THE NEW· I
"So Bob Smith's lost hie wife. Is he
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, wil· [
over his grief yet?"
getting
a
free
sample
copy.
bring you
I'm afraid. You know how
"Not
yet,

slow some insurance companies are in

Rooflng]
The al>ove illustration is from a photograph of the Plant Industry Building. U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. It is located in the
heart of the city and is covered with Paroid Roofing. The Government also
It uses Paroid because it
uses Paroid for stables, barracks, warehouses, etc.
finds nothing its equal.
Paroid is the ideal roofing for barns, stables, sheds, poultry houses, ware-J
houses, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing or siding. It is permanent in character, is easy to lay, is spark and cinder proof, light slate color,
contains no tar, does not crack and does not rim in summer.
What is eood for the Government will be good for you. Write for free sample
of Paroid ana see what H is. Also ask tor booklet and name of nearest dealer.
Saad a 2 moi sump tor book ot mp-ttnUl· poultry tmd turn btuldii* slant

5. P. MAXIM & SON, Agents, South Paris, fie.

settling up."

HALIBUT.

PLANKED

and

STEAK.

For this procure a first quality sirloin
porterhouse steak which is cut two
inches thick, at least,—preferably thicker
than this; trim neatly and wipe it with a
soft cloth, then place in a broiler, the
bars of which have been rubbed with a
piece of suet fat; broil until the steak is
almost cooked and entirely done on one
side, then slip on to the very hot plank,
fasten and place under the Hame to finish
broiling the upper side; the plank must
be sizzling hot and the work of transferring the steak must be rapidly done,
llave ready prepared and where they will
keep hot, the various vegetables which
are to be served with the steak; carrots,
cut into tiny fancy shapes with a vegetable cutter and boiled until tender in a
little soup stock; mashed potatoes, or
potato balls, French peas and aeparagus
tips are all used, and with planked steak
mushrooms in some form should be a
part of the garnishing; truffles, olives
and beets are often used as a part of the
garnishing, being cut into tiny fancy
shapes with a cutter; and parsley or
cress should be placed at either end or
at either side according to the way the
vegetables are arranged, the last thing
before serving, after a brown sauce,
made from the meat juice which wan
caught in the broiler, or from beef stock
and slightly thickened, has been poured
over the steak; the sauce must be well
seasoned, as must all the vegetables. A

or

warm

ourselves."

The speaker made, with the heel of
his skate, a hole in the ice. He applied
The ice blazed up
a match to the hole.
instantly with a hot, bright flame.
"Ob, how good it feels," said tbe
young girl. Sbe removed her gloves to
"But
warm her slim bands tbe better.
isn't it rather odd," she said, "to warm
a
of
ice?"
at
fire
one's hands
"You are a stranger to Atchinson,"
said the young Kansan, "or you wouldn't
find it odd. We are used to it here. Always, when we skate on Lake Doniphan,
we set tbe ice afire if we are cold."
She watched her own little fire.
"What is the explanation for this
miracle?" sbe said.
"A very simple one," said the young
"This lake is full of natural
man.
gases. When it freezes over the gas in
tbe form of bubblos impregnates the ice.
You have only to burst open a bubble
and put a match to it and up ehoots a
magical flame."

Professional Ethics.
"You'll have to send for another doctor," said tbe one who had been called,

after a glance at the patient.
"Am I so sick as that?" gasped tbe
sufferer.
"I don't know just bow sick you are,"
replied the man of medicine, "but I know
you are the lawyer who cross-examined
me when I appeared as an expert witness.
My conscience won't let me kill
good way to prepare mushrooms, espe- you, and I'll be banged if I want to cure
cially if the canned variety must be you. Good day."
used, is to cut out rounds of bread, toast
AN INSIDIOUS
a delicate brown, and lay mushrooms on
One of tbe worst features of kidney
top of each; pour cream by the epoouful
on top, season, dot with butter and bake trouble is that it is an insidious disease
under an inverted pan in a hot oven; and before the victim realizes bis danger
slip these on to the plank along the sides be may bave a fatal malady. Take
of tbe steak, then arrange the masliod Foley's Kidney Cure at the first sign of
potatoes in rosettes or the potato balls in troublo as it corrects irregularities and
little regular heaps, two at each end; prevents Brigbt's disease and diabetes.
place tbe carrots directly at the end, de- Sold by all druggists.
scribing an oval, and then use the peas
"Yes; I am going to marry Mr. Bulwherever there are little open places
showing on the plank between the steak lion."
"Why, he is old enough to be your
and the vegetables; if asparagus tips are
used, they should be stood upright in lit- father."
"1 know he is, but, unfortunately, be
tle clusters or laid in a neat bunch at
each end of the plank; pour the brown doesn't seem to care for mother."
sauce over the steak by spoonfuls and
HOW TO AVOID APPENDICITIS.
then garnish with cress. A "combinaMost victims of appendicitis are those
tion salad" is tbe best accompaniment
Orino
of this sort for steak; this is composed who are habitually constipated.
chronic conof tomatoes, cucumbers simply sliced, Laxative Fruit Syrup cures
the liver and
beets, peas, sliced peppers, lettuce stipation by stimulating
natural action
leaves and similar vegetables that are at bowels and restores tbe
bowels. Orino Laxative Fruit
hand, simply prepared and served in a of tbe
or gripe and is
salad bowl which has been rubbed with Syrup does not nauseate
mild and pleasant to take. Refuse suba slice of onion. Serve a French dressing
stitutes. Sold by all druggists.
with the salad.
PLANKED

LOBSTER

WITH

A

LETTUCE

BORDER.

ANNOUNCEMENT"

the longevity of a plow, or a hoe, or an
ax, or a farm wagon in France is five
tiipes what it is in Ohio, or Kentucky, in
Iowa or Tennessee.
"There are millions of plows standing
in the furrows in the United States, left
there when the season of cultivation
ended last July. Doubtless more iron
wedges are rusting in the mold of the
forest in this country, thrown away as
soon as the rails were split, than there
are in all our markets for sale to-day.
"When a French farmer needs a tool
he knows where to find it in his storehouse. The average American farmer,
the possessor of sundry hoes last spring,
will go to the cross-roads store and buy
new hoes next spring."
The Post's strictures upon the American farmer are pretty severe and, we believe, in some degree unwarranted. But
perhaps this critic, like the average
eastern writer, judges the entire body of
American husbandmen by those whose
fields of effort are bounded on the west
by the Appalachian eystem. But while
he may have borne down a trifle too
hard on farmers as a class, there is plenty of evidence to sustain his general indictment.
The wastefulness of many farmers
borders on the grossest profligacy. And
this vice is by no means confined to the
husbandman. It is to be seen in many
other walks of life—among mechanics,
clerks and wage earners of other classes.
It is not conflned to the field. It is
found in the pantry and in the diningroom, in the store and on the street.
The pace set by the well-to-do is one
of the most powerful temptations with
which the ordinary wage-earner has to
contend. The presence of thousands of
automobiles on the streets of a city
makes thousands of relatively poor men
covetous; the sight of evidences of
greater prosperity makes them envious.
The lavish expenditure of money by
those who havo plenty to spend incites
those who have it not to spend what
they have without regard to the future.
And the American nation has been ae
wasteful as the American individual. As
a nation we have squandered most of our
splendid heritage of forest and field.
Beginning with the extinction of the
American bison, the noblest animal that
ever roamed the range, we have slaughtered the elk, the deer and other valuable

For six persons a piece of chicken
halibut of first quality, weighing about
two pounds will be required; it must be
in one solid piece, cut the entire width
of the fish, and the ends must be neatly
trimmed, the fish wiped clean with a soft
cloth and then set on a plate with ice in
a basin underneath to keep it cold and
firm. When ready to co#ok, place a few
slices of onion in a larg&âgate bakingpan and lay the fish on these; have ready
half a cup of chicken stock, one cup of
white wine vinegar, mushroom or oyster
liquor and a little mushroom catsup.
Squeeze lemon juice over the fish as it
rests in the baking-pan, dot closely with
bits of butter and pour the stock and
vinegar around the fish, adding the
mushroom or oyster liquor and mushPlace the pan in the oven
room catsup.
and cook for about half an hour, basting
the fish frequently with the sauce; salt
should be sprinkled over the fish when
it is about half cooked.
Thoroughly heat a hardwood plank by
baking it in the oven; it must be smoking hot when the fish is transferred to
it; slip the fish carefully from the pan
on to the plank, using a fish sauce and
keep in the oven until ready to serve.
While the fish is cooking, boil and mash
white potatoes, adding cream and butter
and whipping them hard for about three
minutes with a silver fork, or an open
spoon such as is used for batter mixing;
the potatoes must be very light and
creamy, and very hot; make rosettes of
the potatoes around the fish, piping it on
to the plank with a pastry tube and bag,
or forming them delicately with spoon
and fork; beat the yolk of an egg and
add a little milk, and with this brush
over the tops of the potato rosettes; or,
the potato may be piped on to the plank
in a continuous wreath, all around the
fish. Place the plank in the oven until
the edges of the potato are browned;
have ready prepared a can of French
peas, heated aud seasoned with butter,
pepper and salt, and place these in little
mounds here and there near the potato
rosettes, or fill into the space between
the potato and fish, if a wreath of potato
has been formed. Cut from slices of
cooked carrot rings that are large enough
to allow five asparagus tips to be elipped
into them, and stand these upright on
and little, until now a mere
each side of the fish; at either end of game, big
We have permitted
is left.
the fish, if preferred, rather finely chop- pittance
adventurers criminally to
gold-hungry
two
little
in
be
carrot
placed
may
ped
denude millions of acres of virgin forest
heaps.
with the result that not only has
This sounds rather elaborate, but one lands,
millions upon millions of dollars' worth
raustjremember that it is the entire din- of unused timber been destroyed, but
ner, and it merely means that the vegemillions of acres of once fertile land, has
tables are arranged around the fish as a
been swept into the sea because of the
in
served
garnish, instead of being
floods made possible by such
great
other
arrangeAny
separate dishes.
denudation.
All
used.
be
of
ment
vegetables may
We cannot go back and live our nationthe vegetable garnishes must be preparal life over again, but we can, by imand cooked and kept hot while
ed
mediate legislative and executive actioD,
the fish is cooking, only the mashing of
the total annihilation of what is
the potato being left until the fish is prevent
left of tbia sacred heritage of the people.
done; both asparagus and peas may be We can at least show that we have sinof the cauned variety, and then one has
cerely repented for our great national
only the fish and potatoes to cook and
the carrots, which are simply boiled till sinning.
tender, rings cut from the larger ends and
A Lake of Ice That Burns.
the rest chopped and well seasoned with
"Cold? Then we'll set fire to some ice
and
salt.
butter, pepper

RE
Procure a good
specimen of live
CARDING THE NATIONAL PURE lobster, plunge a knife into its head and
draw it directly down the lobster lengthFOOD AND DRUG LAW.
wise, splitting it open with a clean cut of
We are pleased to announce that the
knife; fasten to the plank with galfor
colds
and
Tar
coughs,
Foley's Honey
vanized wire nails and tack wherever it
and lung troubles is not affected by the is
necessary to keep it in place. Place
National Pure Food and Drug law as it underneath the
broiling flame, and, as it
contains no opiates or other harmful cooks batte with
butte:.; when done,
drugs, and we recommend it as a safe sprinkle with salt and pepper. A wreath
Sold
remedy for children and adults.
of lettuce leaves should be arranged
by all druggists.
around the lobster on the blackened

SPECIAL

to Israel when the lean yeara came. In
time of stress Franoe is to the rescue,
and Franoe has mortgage liens on every
country between the Mediterranean and
the Arctic circle, including Germany
Is
even, where millions of French money
invested.
"It iea wonderful people. The day
the child is born the parents begin to
la marsave, and when that boy or girl
ried there is a portion, or a 'dot,' that
keeps the wolf from the door and makes
the pot to boil. This is rural France
where there are peasants who are millionaires.
"It is not an extravagance, buta truth,
that the average family of rural France
would subsist on what the average family
A French
of rural America wastes.
farmer would no more allow his plow to
remain out all winter in the field, in rain,
in sleet, in enow, to rust and go to all
sorts of rack and ruin, than he would exelepose his daughter's piano to the
ments. When the crop is 'laid by' the
French peasant takes the farm utensil to
the storehouse, cleanses it of all earth,
oils it and puts it away under ebelter.
It is not unreasonable to estimate that

DANGER?

UPON

ASKS
Κ

prevent warping.

PLANKED

Find the lu;uter

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK

Gili [nies,

to be had at home!
Very often when a housewife is finally
induced to try this method of cooking,
she is surprised at its simplicity and delighted with the peculiarly superior
Savor the plank seems to impart. It is
an excellent thing occasionally to vary
the monotony of the home table by cooking some of the old standbye in a new
that a
way, instead of always concluding
change must mean anew dish, for sometimes the new dish is not appreciated by
one's family.
When serving a dinner of planked fish
or steak, one should remember that this,
with its garnishing, provides almost the
entire dinner in itself, and that a salad,
» thin soup like bouillon, and a light
ileseert are all that need be prepared beare

to

This is to

A CARD.
that all

certify

druggists are

authorized to refund your money if
Foley's Honey and Tar fails to cure your
cough or cold. It stops the cough, heals
the lungs and prevents serious resutts
from a cold. Cures la grippe, coughs
and prevents pneumonia and consumption. Contain· no
opiates. Tbe genuine is in a yellow package. Refuse substitutes. For sale by all druggists.

"I can't save a cent."
"The necessaries of life are higher
edges of the board, with small lemon than they were a few years ago."
"Hurrah!" exclaimed the inventor of
points placed here and there oo the let"Yes; and there are so many more of
predigested hay, "a man has lived four tuce; this may be served either hot or them."
days in a mine on nothing but oil and cold.
wood."
SIMPLE REMEDY FOR LA GRIPPE.
PLANKED CHICKEN.
"Well, what's in that to shout about?"
La Grippe coughs are dangerous as
A chicken should be dressed exactly
"Plenty. You're stupid. It gives me
a new idea for a breakfast food."
as for broiling and then cooked in a hot they frequently develop Into pneumonia.
oven for about half an hour, using bacon Foley's JBoney and Tar not only stops
DISTURBED THE CONGREGATION. fat or butter for
basting; when well tbe cough but heals and strengthens the
The person who disturbed the oongre-1 done, remove from tbe oven and place in lungs so that no serious résulta need be
gation last Sunday by continually oough- ; a broiler, holding tbe skin side over a feared. The genuine Foley's Honey and
is requested to buy a bottle of hot fire to
have ready a very hot Tar eontaina no harmful drags and la In

ing

Foley'· Hooey and Tar.
draggiata.

For sale

by

bad

picked

up

through

HEADACHE

toe

freemasonry of office boy». Evan· wa·
betting on the market and on the race·
He had overdrawn
with no success.
his share of the profits of the firm,
and In his pressing need of ready money he had sold information to his partners' undoing.
It must have been the right explanation, for later on Klncald apologized

f

Extravagance, whloh ia wastefulness,
la a vice. Vice ia a aln. Any vice which
Is solicited. Address: Bdlior HOMEMAMRS'
than
Column, Oxford Democrat, 8outh Pari·. Me through its praotioe injorea others
RELIEF
those who indulge in it is particularly
sinful. Reoently two or three newspaon
Plank.
Served
'0"
f
pers published in eastern cities, prompt- ( By Arthur Brindaaiour.
Many housewives think of λ planked ed by the disclosures of the past month
steak, or planked flab of any tort, a» or ao in financial olrcles in New Tork,
/
Ε. C. Parcel I·.
something that ia too difficult for com- have discussed what they term the ? Copyrlfhted. 1907. by
Monroe, Me., Sept. 10, 1906.
to Miss Childers for his suspicions,
passing, or as being one of the "fussy" national vice of wastefulness. The
"I have used 'L. F.' Atwood's Bitthree pen left the office.
dishes that it is be'ter to leave to some Wtffchlngton Post declares that we waste
the
and
ters in my family for years and find
Howard Dlghton stopped at the stePfToebe threw her arms about Hen*
chef; and so, when the family desire more than any other people on earth.
and Henry ground bis
they are almost an instant cure for
desk.
ex·
how
the
of
nographer's
steak
or
the
on
dozen
a
fish,
half
knowing
planked
In Its essay
frugality
ry's neck and planted
headache and indigestion. I always
cellent these foods are when prepared in French, more particularly the French teeth together savagely. lie knew very kisses
upou the freckled cheek.
keep them on hand."
this manner, they repair to a restaurant peasantry, the Post says:
to
never
marry
well that he could
hope
"You have saved my reputation and
Yours truly, L. A. Colson.
or to some hotel, dismissing, as a matter
"France is, and for long years has been,
I'hoehe Chllders. for she bad made my happiness." ehe whispered to the
of course, the thought that such things to the world's bankers what Egypt was
stomach is allowed to get out
If
the
"1
as she released him.
under the first
Correspondence

No. 367.—Jumbled Words.
Say· the yholl: "It Is clear
Of all seasons of the year
Winter Is the best and dearest.
Winds t.re stillest, skies are clearestSnowballs. sleigh rides, smatsiuch too
I like wieter beet—don't you?"

the boy

brown;

all plank and slip the chioken on to it. a yellow package. Refuse substitute·.
Garnish with rioe and tomato sauce.—Sx. Sold bj all drngglata.

The "Bum B." j
#

blushing boy
•hall never forget it."
Henry winked at Dlghton.
"I guess that's something you can't

this quite clear when,
Impulse of his boyish love, be bad
written her a fervid declaration of his
intention to marry her when be should
have growu up. Thereafter It was a
hopeless passion that he nursed, but
his grief was not assuaged at the spectacle of Dlghton bending over his
desk, for the lad shrewdly noticed that
she did not draw away from the chief

do," be exulted.
For answer Phoebe slipped an arm
about Dlghton's neck. "But he may."
•he laughed, "for we are to be married
soon."

"Stung," murmured Henry, "but all
the same I'm glad I knew about thai
bum B.
1 guess I'll wait and marrj
your daughter when she grows up."

did when the junior
partner came to her desk, as he so
often did.
Time had been when Dlghton was
Heury's boyish hero. It was he who
had trained the l(nd to office ways, and
until they two became rivals for Miss
Chllders* love Dlghton bad been Henry's favorite. But with the coming of
» the pretty
typewriter to the office ull
this had been changed.
As Dlghtou stepped away from the
desk Henry slid up to Miss Chllders'
chair with a remark conjured up ou
the spur of the moment, just to show
clerk

as

she

INDIGESTION

>f order, the whole system suffers.
Γο enjoy life the stomach must he
cnderly cared for, and there is no
•emedy that acts so beneficially as
L. F. Atwood's Bitters. They quickly
djust the illness a^id set you right. At
11 druggists, 35c.

MYRON H. WATSON,
Piano

to Charles D.

Much a Game of Chance a·
Politic· or Poker.
You let down a heavy lump of lend
and two bit* hooks baited with clams

Quite

Stacy, Boaton.

Norway, Maine.

a*

3i>tf

For Sale.

A farm of 250 acres, 100 acres of
of
wafeet
wood
timber, fine orchard, cuts 5c
sixty
forty
with 8
Then you wait until something tons hay, 1 1-2 story house
ter.
Well
All in gord rep lir.
Budges th·» line or until you suspect rooms.

Into thirty

or

that the hooks are bare.
Then you give the line a quick jerk
and pull in hand over hand, with more
or less resistance, and see what you
have drawn into the grab bag.
It may be a silly but nutritious cod,
gaping In surprise nt this curious termination of his involuntary rise In the
world, or a silvery haddock, staring at

Dlghton tliat he. ijo. could lean over
Miss Chllders' desk «util the fair hair

Tben he
almost brushed his cheek.
went back to his desk, but not before
Dlghton had called him to his side and
had sharply ordered him to stop wandering about the office.
"I'll get square with you," muttered
Henry as he went slowly to his seat,
and even Phoelie's bright smile as be
again passed her desk did not ease the
hurt to his pride. Ile stood well with
Miss Chllders. but It was within Dlghton's province to "call him" before her,
and the man had an absurd and unreasoning Jealousy of the boy. Dlghton had not yet gained the nssurauce
to put his fate to the test, and the air

or
you with round, reproachful eyes,
a pollock, handsome, but worthless, or
a shiny, writhing dogfish, whose villainy is written on every line of his
degenerate, chlnless face.
It may be that spiny gargoyle of the
sea, a sculpln, or a soft and stupid hake
It may l>e any
from tiie mud fiats.
one of the grotesque products of Nep-

tune's

vegetable gardon,

a sea cucum-

located near Norway. This property
will be sold at a bargain.
Also 300 other fine Oxford Cour ty
Farms and some valuable pine timber lots. Come and see.

HAZEN'S FARM AND REAL
ESTATE AGENCY,
Oxford, Maine.
53-3

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool

ON

—

Carpets

of easy familiarity with which Henry ber, a sea carrot or a sea cabbage, or
copied bis exact attitude was not to be It may 1>e nothing at all.
When you have made your grab and
borne I* a somewhat flery and love
tried temper.
deposited the result, if It be edible. In
out odd patterns and clean
Henry was still meditutlng the par- the barrel which stands In the middle to close
ticular form of torture to which be of the boat, you try another grab, and
up stock.
would like to see Digbton submitted that's the whole story.
amusemuch
how
Evans
Is
It
astonishing
when the two active partners,
and Sutton, came out of the private of- ment apparently sane men get out of
was
such a simple game as this. The In
fice.^ Klneald. the silent partner,
with them, and their faces were grave terest lies, first, in the united effort to
The senior partner be- fill the barrel, and. second, in the riand serious
*
came spokesman.
valry among the fishermen as to which
"The Burton-Bradley company has of them shall take In the largest cod
obtained our bids on the naval Job," or the greatest number of haddock,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts..
he said without preliminary. "Can you these being regarded as prize package*.
explain. Miss Chllders, how they come The sculpln and the sea vegetables
to be In possession of a typewritten may be compared to comic valentines,
MAINE.
which e.\|H>R«> the recipient to ridicule.
copy of our bid?"
The dogfish are like tax notices and
"I kuow nothing of It," said the girl
60 YEARS'
evenly. "As soon as the proposal was assessments—the man who gets one of
EXPERIENCE
made out I returned to Mr. Sutton the them p*ts less than nothing, for they
original, while the typewritten copy I count against tiie catcher. It is quite
as much a game of chance as politics
laid on your desk to he signed."
Klneald looked sharply at the Junior or poker. You do not know on which
partner. "That Is correct. Mr. Sut- side of the boat the good fish are hid-

Chas. F. Ridlon,
NORWAY,

ton?" he asked.
"I think so." said Sutton uncertainly. "I remember Miss Chllders giving
me a rough draft of the bid and laying
1
some papers on Mr. Evans' desk.
was Just about to go to lunch, and after thrusting the draft in the safe 1

den.
You cannot tell the difference between the nibble of a cod and the bite
You have no Idea of
of a dogfish.
what Is coming to you until you have
hauled In almost all of your line and
caught sight «if your allotment wriggling and whirling in the blue water

left. I diil not look to see the copy on
Mr. Evans' desk."
Klneald frowned.
"It Is unfortunate for you," he said,
turning to the typewriter, "that Mr.
Sutton did not examine the copy on
the oth«*r desk. Some one In this office delivered to the other company all
our tigures.
They made their bid a few

Sometimes you get twins.—Scribner's.

Bankrupt's

Francois

"Don't you see that bum B?" demanded Ilenry. "That's on Mr. SutThe R key fell off
ton's machine.
about a uiouth ago. and they sent a
Ile didn't know
ham over to fix It.
ns much about the Job as I do. and he
left It crooked. Get Miss Childers to
write something on her machine."
The girl grasped the Idea and rapidly
transcribed a few lines from the paKincaid examined the two and
per.
nodded approvingly toward Henry.
"You've been reading dime novels
and detective stories to some purpose,"
lie said, "though I'm hanged If 1 ever
Let's see that
•aw their use before.
machine of yours. Sutton."
ne led the way into the private office. and Henry followed, unchallenged,
though Dighton and Miss Childers reSutton uncovered his
mained outside
machine and wrote a few lines. When
lie arose his face was drawn and white.
"It looks bad for me." lie said. "The
boy was rijrht about the broken key.
The repair man could not adjust it.
ami as 1 was in η hurry to use the
machine I told him to come again
when there was more time. This was
a week before the bid was put iu."
"You had a copy of the bid," said
Kincaid meaningly. Suttou nodded.
"I still have the draft," he admitted,

pond,
"Gentlemen. I'll now show you my
ealt water pond."
He took the party down to the lower
portion of his ranch and pointed out
San Francisco bay.—San
Francisco
Call.

At the Matinee.
The orchestra finished with a crash,
paused a moment and then, as the
were
started
η
darkened,
lights
sprightly curtain raiser.
There was an Increased commotion
throughout the house—people hurrying
to their seats, taking off wraps, trying to get in a last word before the
curtain rose and α (lutter of excitement and expectancy which always
precedes the raising of the curtain.
Above the confusion two voices were
audible behind me.
"Now. look at Mrs. DeMar. She ulways waits until the last minute to
take off her hat."
"I have noticed that. Did you ever
see any one who liked to slh>w off as
much as she does?"
"Yes. and they say her husband Is
Just working himself to death."
"Of course that Is always the way.
Now, for my part. I don't think It
shows good «taste to dress that way
Just for a matinee. A plain tailor
made gown with a pretty blouse is a
great deal more sensible."
"It surely Is.
Ob. for pity's sake,
there Is Mrs. [.eland! I wouldn't want,
to show myself after all the scandal
they have had."
But there
"Well. I should say not.
gi>es the curtain, and we will have to
keep still."
Rut they didn't.—Chicago RecordHerald.

"but I did not make this copy, though
it must have been made ou my typewriter."
Kiucald's face grew dark.
"I nm sorry about this." he said slowly. "I trusted you, though It has been
apparent for some time that other
firms were getting the best of us on
big contracts. I think, Sutton, that tht
partnership had best be dissolved."
"I admit that appearances are against
me." said the Junior, "but I did not
clve out those or any other figures."
Kincaid
"Sure not." put In Henry.

#

Scientific American.

December

ally.

\

opinion free whether
patentable. Communie»·
limit itrtctly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patent*
lent free, oldest fluency for securinffpatents.
Patente taken through Munn Λ Co. rectlr*
tpteial notue, without cbaruo. In the

MUNN & 0Q(361BfO«dway, New York

"You employ a detective upon your
staff?" asked Kincaid of Evans, with a
sarcastic smile. Henry flushed.
"I'm only a kid." he retorted, "but I
This was written on Mr
got sense
Sutton's machine."
Sutton flushed. He had been a clerk
for Evaus before an unexpected legacy
had permitted him to buy luto the firm.
He still used the typewriter occasion

1

α
ascertain our
Invention Is probably

Hi· Salt Water Pond.
Thomas W. M iiIthe Alameda
county pioneer rancher, was ImmenseBranch office. 626 F BU Washington, D. C.
ly proud of his place and the diversity
of the crops he could command from
NOTICE OF FORKCLOKFRF..
Us soil. Mulford maintained that the
WHEREAS, J. W. Grlndell of I.ovell. In tho
produce of his acres was sulllclent to County of Oxford :ιη·Ι State of Maine, by hie
deed, dated the thlnl «lay of October,
supply every want of au epicure. Once, mottgagc
A. I). 19H3, and recorded In Oxforil County Westyears ago, while entertaining a party ern District Registry of Deeds, book 91, page l·'1*.
of barley buyers of the famous Guin- conveyed to me, the undersigned, certain real
estate with the buildings thereon, situate In
ness' stout malthouse of Dublin, which
I.orell, aforesaid, and bounded as follows:
concern bought the crops of barley
Beginning at the westerly corner of land
owned and occupied bv D. W. Russell, thence
raised by Mulford, be spread a Mul- west on tlie Une of Sabhatus roail four rods and
ford feast.
There were oysters on ten feet, thence north to land of I>. W. Kusscil,
thence easterly on the line of a stone wall to the
the table and clams In the chowder, llrst mentioned
bound; and whereas, the conditrout from the skillet and shad on the tion of said mortgage Ins been broken, now,
reason of the breach of the conditherefore,
by
plank; the olive trees that furnished tion thereof I claim a foreclosure of said mort·
the oil shaded the dining room wlu- g
31, 1907.
dow; die wheat and the beet sugar 1 J
EDWIN S. HUTCH1N8.
flelds lay within the vista.
Little
brothers of the suckling pig gruuted
Petition for Discharge.
complacently in the sty while their In the matter of
)
kin were served roasted for the ediFRANCOIS X. LANG LOIS,J In Hankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
fication of Dublin palates. The slopes
Φ
near the house bore the grapes from To the Hon. Clarence IVams, Judge of the ϊ)!η·
trlct Court of the United States for the District
which the claret and sautertie were
of Maine :
x. langlois, of Mexico, in the
made.
It was easy to believe In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
nuts, raisins, oranges and lemons, and
laid District, resj>ectfiilly represents that on
Mulford paraded bis little coffee shrub the 9th day of Nov., last past, he was duly
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress re
for the Irishmen.
latlng to Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrcn
It was a complete course dinner, lered all his pro|>ertv and rlichts of property,
and ha* fully compiled with all the requirements
The
Dublin
nothing lacking.
gentle- of
said Acts ami of the orders of Court touchtng
men were polite, but they raised their his bankruptcy.
he prays, That he may be decreed
Wherefore
eyebrows over the juxtaposition of
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
After the debts provable against his estate under said
trout, shad and oysters.
ex-'
meal was over Mulford continued his bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are
••«pled by law from such discharge.
demonstration.
He showed his fresh
Dated this 20th dav of l»ec„'A. It. 1907.
FRANCOIS X. LANGLOIS, Ilankrupt
water fish
and then he said:

cald's impatient gesture.
"This ain't Miss Chllders' writing,"
he declared.
"Even a kid could see
that."

voices, though Henry had an explanation.
Probably Kincaid knew what

....

Anyone «ending

Designs
Copyrights Ac.
sketch and description may
an

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. largest circulation of uny iclontiac Journal. Term·. 93 a
newsdealers.
year : four months, |L Sold by all

thousand lower and got the contract
The man from whom I obtained my
information could not tell me by whom
the delivery was made, but the InferYou are the only
ence is obvious.
stenographer employed in this office."
He waved the incriminating document toward her. and the current of
air from the electric fan blew It out
of his hand.
Henry, who had been
gradually edging closer to Miss ChllHe
ders' desk, sprang to pick It up.
rose to his feet slowly, Ignoring Kin-

frowned.
"How dared you follow us in here?"
he thundered.
"Though· you wanted me," was the
"Mr. Sutton didn't
culm response.
It was a little man
copy that stuff.
with a nanny goat Iward. He came In
to see Mr. Evaus while the push were
to luucb. There was only me ahd him
here, and this fellow comes in, and be
goes in the otlice aud baugs the machine for fair. Then he goes out. and
Mr. Evaus chases me over to Graves
& Sltgreaves with the money he got
for margin. One of the kids over there
says Mr. Evaus can't play the market
any better thau be does the ponies."
Kincaid caught Henry by the collar
and helped him hurriedly out of the
office. Then be locked the door, and
the three employees in the main office
could hear only the bum of angry

Patents

quickly

How Kingffohert Perish.
Dreadful is the death of the stately
klnglisher. A hard winter Is his certain doom. Long observation seems to
Indicate the birds <>o not migrate, aud
from having to enter the water for
their prey in winter their dripping feet
(lulckly become Incased In ice. As In
,bard weather It Is only possible for
them to alight either on snow or Ice or
In water, it is easy to see how the Ice
around their feet would quickly accumulate and bring, about a lingering
death.—Loudon Globe.

I

Accounted For.
The Lecturer— Did you see that fellow walk out In the middle of my lecture?
Committeeman—Ob, yes. He
walks In his sleep, you know.—Lyceumlte and Talent

·%.

<

ORDER OF NOTICE

THEREON.

DISTRICT OF MAINK, SB.
On this 28th day of Dec., A. D. 1907, on reading the foregoing iietltlon, It Is
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
D.
upon the same on the 17th day of Jan., A.
llA'S, before said Court at Portland, In said Dis
no
and
that
In
the forenoon;
trlct, at 10 o'clock

tlce thereof be published In the Oxfonl Demo
crat, a newspaper printed In said District, an·!
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
»nd show cause, If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not lie granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred
Itors copies of said petition and this order, ad
Ireaaed to them at their places of residence as
■ι ta ted.
Witness tho Hon. Ci.abknck Hale, Judge of
the said Court, ami the seal thereof, at Portland,
In said District, on the -Jath day of Dec., A. D
1907.
JAMES K. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L.8.]
A true copy of iietltlon and or 1er theroon.
Attest; JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk

Κ ILL the COUCH
MB CURE THE LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery
wi™

FOR CSÛSI18

AMD ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR MONEY REFUNDED.

Picture Frames

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
&

Mouldings yi,.

High
in

Grade Portrait Work

Crayon, Water coJor,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L M. TUFTS,
Nichols St.,

in

Norway

our

try

Candy.

J*. H. Pletolier,
Confectioner, Norway. Me.

Opp. Til tot Houao.
STATE OF *AIME.
H8 :

Court of County Commissioners, December «esbIod, A. D. 1007, helil at Paris, wltbin ami for
the salil County of Oxford, on tbe last Tuesday
of December, A. D. 1907, being tbe Met 'lay of
said month.

Repairing.

Pine

are

Home Made

OXFORD,

TEACHER OF TROMBONE.
Refer·

DEEP SEA FISHING.

Tuning and

When you

SOUTH PARIS.

Commissioners for the County
A. I).
In the month of
ma<le actual Inspection
an<l
locate<l
roa>ls
iluly
of the County
open fort
an
travel lying In
In said
mentioned
hereinafter
of
land
tracta
County, for the purpose of ascertaining the condition of said roads and estimating the amount
needed to put the same In repair so as to be safe
and convenient for public travel; and It appearing on said Inspection that said roads were not
In good repair and not safe and convenient for
of public travel and that a tax should
purposes
l>e assessed on said lands for the repair of said
roads therein; they do therefore on the 31st day
of December, A. D. 1907, adjudge and order that
the following sums be assessed and the same are
hereby asseshed upon the following lands in unincorporated townships and tracts of land hereinafter mentioned, for the purpose of repairing
the roads passing through them during the year
1908, to wit :
County
Oxfont
1MIE
1907,
provided by law,
of

as

September,

unincorporated townships

Andover West Surplus, for the purpose of

ON'
repairing that part of the County road leadlies
ing from Andover Corner to Upton which

Surplus the sum of seventy-seven dollars
and fifty cents is assessed as follows:

In said

β

i

'*

s

Henry

c

I

ζ

2
a
ζ
W. Dunn, part of home-

ο

■

3
Λ

«β

Ο

>

η

« 1 25

100 $ l i5
stead,
123
1U0
C. A. Andrew*, Boobler lots,
The International Paper Co.,
$200
7900
balance of township,

1 25

75 00

$77 50

Sur-

Henry W. I>unn ofto Andover North
superintend the exappointed Agent
to law and it
penditure of the same asaccording
the law directs.

And
plus is

required to give bond
Andover North

Surplus, for the purpose of

much of the County
repairing
ON
ing from Andover Corner to Upton
so

way leadlies within

as

said Surplus, and also so much of the Black
Brook road, so called, as lies within said Sur·
lus, the sum of live hundred and thirty-six dol-:
irs and eighty-four cents is assessed as follows

Κ

Έ

1

9

a

a
o
Chas. Chase, K. L. Morton
homestead,
Preston K. Austin, homestead,
H. A. I.ovejoy, homestead,
Chas. Chase, standing timber
on

Ο

«

50o
sou
A*»

h

11200 f.'itiOO
300
300

900
9 00

200

6 00

200
700
200
120

6 00
21 00
β Ου
3 60

Ihi)
100

245
200

β 71
6 00

300

375

11 25

400

50o

15 00

same,

Henry \V. Dunn, old S. I.arned
100
homestead,
Henry W. Dunn, homestead.
Andrew Abbott, lots No. 22A2?, len
'JO
C. A. Burgess, lot No. 30,
Mrs. Charles I'. Bartlett and
Henrv Abbott, lots No. 31432,
George K. Smith, timber lot,
Ε. I. Brown, John Small farm
and lot on Sawyer Brook,
International Pa|>er Co., K.
Piummcr lots 43, 44, 45 A 40,
International Paper Co., lots
4o, 41, 42, 47, 4*, and Marston

*

>

κ

800
iOOO 30 00
lot,
International Paper Co., remainder of township except
9900 12375 371 24
public lots,

$536 84
And it Is hereby ordered that the tax assessed
against (.has. Chase, Pre»ton K. Austin, F. A.
Lovejoy, Henry W. Dunn, Andrew Abl>ott,
C. A. Burgess, Mrs. Charles P. Bartlett ami
Henry Abbott, George E. smith, and Ε. I. Brown,
together with $ I12.V; of the taxes of the international Paper Company, amounting In all to
Φ433 10, lie expended upon tbe road leading
from Andoverto Upton, and Burt Dunn of An
•lover North Surplus Is appointed Agent to expend the same, and Is required to gtve bond as
the law directs. And the balance of said tax
assessed again-t the international Paper Combe expended upon
pany, amounting to (103.68
the Black Brook road, and Burt Dunn, aforesaid, is
agent to ex|tend the same,
and is required to give bond as the law directs.

appointed

"C" for the purpose of
Brook road, so called,
town-hip, and also the "Carry
Road", so called, which lie* in said township,
the sum of four hundred and ninetv dollars and
twenty-live ccnta is assessed as follows:

Township
ON
repairing the Black
lying In sal'l
letter

fer
Χ
g
Ο
9

β

<
*

2

>i

«

Ο

«

>
Ο
Ά
Power Co, of
Lcwlston, 'lam, lot ami build200 $7(100
Inge,
T. U.Coe, one-third, David Pingree, Ann Maria Wheatland
ami Anna P. 1'eabody. twotblnle of rcmalmter of said
township except public lots, 19500 19500
Ζ
Union Water

b

$129 50

SdO 75

$490»
It Is hereby or<lere>l that the tax asaesed
against he Union Water Power Co, ($129.50) be
expcm1e<l on the Black Brook Road In said township, ami Burt Dunn of Amlover North Surplus
I» appointed Agent to expend the same and I·
required t( give bond.
The tax assessed against Coe et ale, ($360.75) to
be expended on the Carry Koad In said township, and Alr>ert .lennu of Itoxbury Is appointed Agent, and Is required to give bond as
the law requires).
"C" Surplus, for the purpose of repairing
so much of the County roa 1 leading from
Andover to Upton as lies In said Surplus, the
sum of llfty dollars Is assessed as follows:
Upon the entire tract, supposed to contain nine
thousand, three hundred acres, exclusive of
iiulillc lots, and owned one-third by T. U. Ct* of
Bangor, and two-thirds by l)avM Plngree, Ann
Maria Wheatlind and Anna P. Pealxxly,
Burt Dunn,
the sunt of llfty dollars; and
aforesaid, Is appointed Agent to ex)>end the
same and Is required to give bond as the law

ON

directs.

Ν Kryeburg Academy Grant, for the purpose
of repairing the only County road therein,
the sum of thirty-eight dollars and eighty-«even
rants Is assessed as follows:

Ο

Ν

«î

τ*

<
2
t
Χ
S
ο
*
fi
Ά
Ο
Λ
Leforest Connor, lot 3, U. 7,
175
Κ. 1-2 of 4. Β. 7,
Allison Brown, W. 1-2of 4, K.7,
1U0
Α Ν. K. 1-4 of 5. It. 7,
M. A. A K S. Stowell, S. Κ. 1-2
of 5, It. 7, A S. W. 1 5 of 5, R.
100
7, A 1-2 of «, B. 7.
Est. A. S. Bean, lots 1 A 2 In R.
5, ami parts of lots 3, 4, 5 Α β,
Β 5, 4 A 'J. B. 0, and 4, B. 8,
and Ν. E. 1-4 1, B. 6. and lot 7
In B. 7, and part of Π In B. 7, 725
C. S. Edwards Est., lots 8 A 9,
175
B. 5,
and
Ell Peabody
Ha«llngs
Brothers, lots 1,2 A 3. B. 8, 180
C. E. Valentine, N. W. 1-4 lot 5,
13
B. 7,
Ralph W. Bean, lots 2 A 3, Β. 8, 200
30
Fred L. Edwanls, lot I. B. 7,
D. A. Harwell, N. W l-« 1. K. «, 25
Frank Karwell Est., S. W. 1-4 1,
25
Β. β,
Ada L. Karwell, S. E.l 41. B O, 25
John W. Bennett, N. W. I I 4,
«
B. 7,
Allison Brown, A. W. Stiles
200
lots,
loo
Henry Stiles, homestead,
Mr*. C. L. Abbott, part lot 1,
15
B. 4,
Mrs. C. F. Brown, part lot 1,
30
B. 4,
Fletcher I. Bean, part lot 1, B. 4, 10
W.C. Bennett, part meadow lot, 5
100
Boscoe F. Cross, lot 5, Β. β,

s

M

~

2

*

>

t*

$ «00 | 3 00
«00

3 00

500

2 50

3500

17 50

400

2 00

500

2 50

175
200
50
50

87
1 00
25
25

50
5"

25
'25

100

50

150
400

75
2 00

100

50

50
50
50
200

25
25
25
1 Mi

$38 87
And Allison Brown of Fryeburg Academy
Grant Is appointed Agent to superintend the
expenditure of the same and Is required to give
bond as the law directs.

ON

Btlcy Plantation for the purpose of repairing the road In said Plantation running ap
to the place formerly occupied by Wm. Gorman
the sum of one hundred and four dollars and
seventy-nine cents Is assessed as follows:

5

ο

5

a

®

κ

S.
>

Geo. W, nianchard, Wm. Mason lots β, 7, 8 A 9, Β. 1,
1000 $2000
Same owners, balance of townInto
the
Androship draining
scoggin river north of Berlin
2520
5000
Falls, N.H.,
100
True Estes. 12 lot 9, R. 13,
100
Demerltt A Hall, for Ingalls
400
(KO
homeriead,
Est. of Alonzo Fltleld, homes'd, 800
1000
J. A Twuddell,
200
350
Stlllman N. Llttlehale, homes'd, 500
1000
AO
Fred Gorman, W. l-4lot2, B.8,
75
G. F. Llttlehale, homestead,
60
200
Wm. C. Chapman, lot 1, B. 15,
200
200
Seth Walker, lot 3. B. 9,
200
200
Hastings Brothers, lot 2, R. 15,
ami 12 lot 9, R. 13,
200
275
International Paper Co., bal. of
township except public lot·, 18945 18945

*

η

$7 00
17 50
36
210
3 to
1 22
3 50
26
70
70
70
96
66 30

$104 79
And Stlllman N. Llttlehale of Riley Plantation
Is appointed Agent to superintend the expenditure of aald tax and la required to give bond as
the law d. rects.
And It Is hereby ordered that aald assessment
be published as the law require·.

(County

Comria

of the
ADELBERT DELANO, )County of Oxfortl.
▲ true copy—attest
CHARLM V. WHITMJlK, Clerk.

